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European and Oriental Ceramic and Glassware
IMPORTANT - All lots are sold as seen. If the Cataloguer sees obvious faults
they will be marked (f), or restoration marked (r) they may be indicated in the
catalogue, HOWEVER, it is the buyers responsibility to personally inspect every
item and to satisfy themselves as to quality, condition and description.
1

Hannah Barlow, a pair of Doulton Lambeth oviform vases, the incised decoration with horses in an extensive
moorland setting enclosed by blue ground geometric triangular symbols with impressed and incised marks and
signature to the bases 1881, 41cm and 41.5cm ( photo centre pages ) £800-1200
One of the vases has a 1 inch hairline crack to the rim. Both vases have some very minor scratches to the
inside of the rim but are otherwise in good condition.

2

A Moorcroft baluster table lamp decorated with flowers on a green ground 18cm £50-75

3

A Royal Doulton group of 2 Siamese kittens 10cm and a Jenny Winstanley kitten 12cm £30-50

4

A Royal Worcester figure - Michael no. 2912, modelled by F.G. Doughty, 7cm £30-50
The base and arm have been restored

5

A Royal Copenhagen figure of a seated puppy hound 259 20cm £40-60

6

A Danish figure of a seated fox 1475 14cm together with a do. group of 2 puppies 453 10cm £30-50

7

An Italian group of a seated lady and boy at a tea table 19cm and a Staffordshire figure of a lady with giant
sheep 22cm £30-50
The 2nd item has as a stuck head

8

A Spode limited edition commemorative vase and cover to celebrate the 90th birthday of Her Majesty Queen
Elizabeth The Queen Mother 4th August 1990 157/500, 20cm £30-50

9

A Beswick figure of a bald eagle 1018 22cm £30-50

10

A Lladro matt group of 2 nuns 34cm £40-60

11

A Compton Pottery figure of St Michael by Mary Seaton Watts with impressed PAG mark to the base 20cm
£40-60
There is a small chip to the decoration on his sword and some wear to the decoration. The figure is otherwise
in good condition.

12

A Meissen group of 2 cherubs with a lamb and parrot holding a floral garland, raised on an oval base 16cm
£100-150
There is minor damage to the floral garland at the front and the foliage at the back and in the bucket. The
group is otherwise in good condition.

13

A Meissen group of a young lady and boy beside a tree stump supporting a bird cage with a bird on top, the
lady holding a garland of flowers raised on a rustic base 13cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150
There are minor chips to the floral garland at the front and the foliage at the back. The group is otherwise in
good condition.

14

A pair of Royal Doulton Slater baluster vases with tapered necks and floral decoration 40cm £50-75

15

A Victorian ceramic baluster table lamp decorated with masks and geometric motifs with gilt metal mounts
26cm £40-60
The funnel and shade are missing but the ceramic sections are in good condition.

16

Three Swarovski Crystal classics - scent bottle 3.5cm, babies rattle 3.5cm and guitar and stand 6cm, boxed
£20-40
The guitar is in 2 pieces
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17

Three Swarovski Crystal classics - sailing boat 4.5cm, roller boot 3.5cm and paddle boat 4cm, boxed £20-40

18

A novelty Carltonware whisky flask in the shape of a curling stone, 2 Beswick do. in the form of a haggis and
an eagle, a Wade do. Loch Ness Monster £26-46

19

A Goebel figure of a Hawfinch 15cm, a do. of a Chaffinch 10cm, a do. finch 5cm and a swan 5cm £20-40
The first item has a chipped beak

20

Six Royal Copenhagen blue and white dishes 8cm and 2 pin dolls £30-40

21

A pair of Italian Majolica plates decorated with classical figures enclosed amongst mythical figures and birds
32cm £40-60
1 plate has had a section smashed and glued and is chipped. The other is generally in good condition.

22

A pair of Dunmore blue glazed Chinese style vases with stylised dragon handles and classical motifs 33cm
£30-50
One vase is cracked and has restored chips to the crack, the lip and one of the handles. The other vase has a
restored chip to the rim and some damage to the glaze near the base.

23

Three ceramic figures of cats by A Shott £30-50

24

A Wedgwood blue Jasper oval tray decorated with classical figures 26cm, 3 do. vases and a lidded jug £30-40
One vase is chipped

25

A set of 8 cut crystal glass champagne flutes and 8 matching wine glasses, 6 wine glasses and 6 matching
hock glasses £40-60
Three flutes are chipped

26

A Wedgwood blue Jasperware biscuit barrel and cover, do. teapot, 2 lidded jars, 2 heart shaped boxes and 2
jugs £30-40
The tea pot spout is chipped

27

A pottery jug with stylised leaf decoration 21cm, a do. bowl, pot and cover and 2 boxes and covers by
Mohammed Hamid member of the Sussex Guild of Craftsman £30-50

28

A hexagonal glass decanter and stopper 38cm and a ships decanter 27cm £26-36

29

Ray Marshall, a Studio Pottery slip glaze vase 10cm, a cream glazed do. 11cm, a teapot (no lid) and a
freeform vase and cover 28cm £30-50
The last item is damaged

30

A pair of commemorative 2 colour bisque plaques - King Edward VII and Queen Alexandra together with minor
commemorative china and glass £30-50

31

A Mary Gregory style globular scent 8cm, 6 other scent bottles £40-60
Two are chipped and one is missing a stopper

32

A spirit decanter 24cm, 1 other with faceted stopper 26cm £26-36

33

An Isnic style bottle vase 25cm, a quantity of Moroccan pottery £30-50
The bottle vase is in good condition. The twin handled vase has a repaired neck and faults in the glaze. The
smaller vase has a cracked neck, the lidded jar has 2 small chips to the lid and the brush pot has several chips
to the glaze.

34

Three Victorian green glass dumps 13cm, 13cm and 16cm £30-50
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35

A 19th Century English oval dish, blue ground decorated with panels of flowers 26cm, a pair of do. dessert
plates 21cm and 10 other plates £30-50
The oval blue dish has some crazing. One of the pair of cream banded plates with floral decoration has a small
chip to the rim. The pair of gilt banded plates with floral decoration have some wear to the gilding and
decoration and one has chips to the foot. The Apple Blossoms plate has wear to the gilding. One of the blue
banded plates has chips to the foot and one has a small chip to the rim. The single blue banded plate has wear
to the gilding. All plates have some contact marks but are otherwise in good condition.

36

A Royal Doulton commemorative loving Cup The Coronation of Queen Elizabeth 11 at Westminster Abbey 2nd
June 1953 999/1000 27cm a ditto Jug 16cm £40-60

37

A Carltonware character jug in the form of a Harrods doorman 10cm and 8 other character jugs £30-50

38

A Royal Doulton figure - Diana Princess of Wales no.8341/10000 23cm, boxed, a do. Pretty Ladies Eve 22cm
boxed £40-60
Both figures in this lot are in good condition and are of first quality

39

A Royal Doulton figure - Life Guard HN5364 27cm and a do. Beefeater HN5362 24 cm, boxed £40-60

40

A pair of German bisque figures of a lady and gentleman wearing barrels with nodding heads 18cm, a ditto
figure of a boy climbing into a bath and a group of pigs driving a carriage £30-40

41

A Samson flattened vase decorated with exotic birds having gilt mounts 14cm and minor 19th Century
miniature teaware £30-50
The Belleek cream jug has a chipped and cracked foot, the Worcester cup and saucer decorated highland
cattle has a crack to the saucer. The Imari pattern plates and cup and saucer all have some heavy wear to the
gilding. All 3 of the matching cups and saucers have cracked saucers and one of the cups has a crack to the
interior. All other items have some minor scratches or wear but are otherwise inn good condition.

42

Three Royal Doulton flasks - The Poacher D6464 10cm, Rip Van Winkle D6463 10cm and Falstaff D6385
10cm, a character jug George Washington D6824 11cm and Falstaff 5cm £30-40
The Poacher is a 2nd

43

A Royal Doulton character jug Shakespeare D6938 10cm and 7 others £30-40

44

A Royal Doulton character jug The Golfer D7064 13cm and 7 other Doulton jugs and a Lancaster Sandland
ditto £30-40

45

A Wedgwood blue Jasperware rectangular trinket box 10cm, 6 others and a quantity of Jasperware £30-50

46

A set of Copeland Spode Strathmere dinner ware comprising 3 small plates, 6 medium plates, 9 dinner plates,
9 dessert plates, 3 graduated meat plates, 6 dessert bowls, 2 tureens and covers and a sauceboat £30-50

47

A large Lladro group of 2 ladies with flowing scarves - Allegory of Liberty no. 5819, 52cm, raised on a wooden
socle, boxed. ( photo centre pages ) £150-200
This lot is in very good condition having no damage or restoration. It is not a second.

48

A Chinese green glazed opium block pillow 17cm £30-50
There are numerous small firing cracks. Otherwise there is no obvious damage

49

A pair of Noritake hexagonal vases decorated with flowers 32cm £30-50
The gilding is rubbed on both vases

50

A Chinese green glazed opium block pillow 7cm £30-50
This item has minor chips

51

A pair of early 20th Century Japanese Satsuma tapered vases with panels of figures at pursuits 28cm £40-60
Both vases have no obvious chips or cracks and under UV there are no signs of restoration. Both vases are
missing one roundel. There is heavy rubbing of the gilding to all extremities ( rims and bamboo framing )
however the panels are in good order
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52

A Chinese oviform vase and cover decorated with figures in an extensive country landscape 37cm, 4 Imari
dishes 2 plates and a Chinese crackle glazed bowl £26-36
The first item is cracked, stuck and damaged

53

A 19th Century Sevres style oval plaque decorated with angels in a gilt frame with ribbon crest 10cm £30-50
The mounts and surface are in good order with no visible damage.

54

A pair of Chinese blue and white urns and covers, with different finials to the lids, 50cm h x 30cm diam. £50-75
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Metalware, Collectors Items, Ephemera, Carpets,
Fabrics, Toys, Curios etc
Please note / We have a collection of First World War Propaganda posters in
this auction, due to their fragility they will not be on view. However large high
resolution printed photographs will be on display at the auction rooms.
151

A reproduction model pond yacht and stand 123cm h x 117cm l x 80cm d £50-75

152

A bronze figure of 2 standing horses, raised on an oval naturalistic base and with black veined marble base
41cm h x 59cm w x 32cm £100-200

153

A copper oil lamp with rippled glass shade and clear glass chimney 60cm h x 20cm £30-50

154

A 19th Century iron crook with 6.5cm head raised on a wooden shaft £30-50

155

A Tudric planished pewter cream jug, the base marked Tudric 01217 Made in England Solkets together with a
set of 10 silver plated Art nouveau teaspoons marked CG.H.IMA ALP £30-50

156

A 19th Century metal vesta case decorated a lady and gentleman gardener 5cm x 3cm, a Victorian metal and
oval glass wedge shaped trinket box 8cm x 4cm x 3cm and a Victorian oval carved wooden trinket box in the
form of a tree stump 6cm x 12cm x 10cm £30-50

157

A Victorian black lacquered and mother of pearl decorated snuff box with hinged lid 2cm x 6cm x 3cm together
with a black papier mache and floral decorated wall bracket with folding shelf set an arched plate bevelled
plate mirror 33cm x 24cm £30-50

158

A "Horseman" knife the blade marked Sheffield England with staghorn grip, saw, corkscrew, hoof pick, 3
implements, tweezers and bodkin (1 blade is damaged), a Warris Sheffield military issue twin bladed knife with
tin opener the grip marked 1953 , 1 other 3 bladed knife marked M.S. LTDXX with merlin spike, blade and tin
opener and a military issue 2 bladed knife with chequer grip, blade, tin opener and merlin spike £60-90

159

A circular bronze bowl 5cm x 13cm and an Eastern circular engraved gilt metal bowl 3cm x 11cm £30-50

160

An Art Deco double bladed paper knife with 11 cm blade, the grip in the form of a standing Joan of Arc
contained in an oval chinoiserie style spectacle case the interior marked Theodore Hamblin Ltd £30-50
There is a minor crack to one end of the spectacle case and some light wear to both ends and one of the
figures face. Both items are otherwise in good condition. The spectacle case is lacquered wood and the paper
knife is a base metal.

161

Of Boer War interest, a trench art stick the handle formed of 2 1897 bullet cartridges and marked W B Bryan
Col 2nd TH Boer War 1899-1900, Paardeberg Driefontein Belfast and Pretoria £50-80

162

A pressed metal model of a standing knight with shield and halberd 140cm h x 59cm w 23cm d ( photo centre
pages ) £80-120

163

A 19th Century oval gilt metal trinket box the lid decorated a porcelain portrait of a lady 3cm x 7cm x 5 1/2cm
£40-60

164

Ratcliffe, a pair of 19th Century brass letter scales raised on an oval oak base complete with weights £30-50

165

An Automatic Sock Knitting Machine Company Ltd, sock knitting machine complete with an instruction booklet
( photo centre pages ) £200-250
Additional images added.

166

A Victorian carved wooden model inkwell in the form of a shoe with cat emerging from the top set hardstone
eyes 9cm h x 13cm w x 5cm d £40-60
The hinge is damaged and the cats ears are chipped
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167

A pair of Admiral G.M.C opera glasses marked 8x20 Blick Winkel 6 no.737553 £30-50

168

A pair of Victorian brass letter scales raised on a rectangular oak base with gilt metal mounts complete with
weights 13cm x 30cm x 12cm £30-50

169

An Edward VII 1902 Coronation Marshals baton with crown royal cypher marked 1902 Coronation £70-100
There is some paint loss

170

A rectangular Chinese lacquered box with hinged lid decorated deer 1cm x 7cm x 3cm, a clay pipe bowl 5cm x
2cm (f), an Inox 2 bladed folding knife and various curios £30-50

171

Harold Flory, a tin plate self steering electric car, boxed £30-50

172

A Britains 155MM gun no.2064 complete with 2 brass shell cases, boxed £40-60

173

A Dinky Supertoy 750 lawn mower, boxed £50-75

174

A Dinky Toys 353 Shadow 2 model, boxed (box damaged), a Dinky 609 Howitzer with gun crew boxed, a
Dinky 690 Scorpion tank boxed and a Dinky 712 US Army T42A boxed ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

175

A Corgi 907 Sdkfz rocket launcher boxed, a Hornby 908 AMX 30D recovery tank boxed £30-50

176

A Corgi Oldsmobile Super 88 Man From Uncle car and a collection of other model toy cars, all play worn
£30-50

177

3 Dinky model leopard tanks, do. bren gun and 6 pounder anti tank gun, a Corgi tiger tank 1, do. M60 A1
medium tank and 4 model tanks £30-50

178

A Corgi Junior Military set E3029 boxed (dent to box), a Corgi 1303 Lockhead F-104A star fighter boxed, a
Corgi 1312 Boeing 727 boxed, a Britains German field gun no.9732 boxed, a Britains BMW motorcycle and
side car unboxed and a Britains Kettenkard boxed £40-60

179

A Hornby OO gauge locomotive and tender Prince Elizabeth, 2 Triang carriages, 4 items of rolling stock, 2
crescent signal gantries £30-50

180

A collection of Triang rolling stock including 2 R12 tank wagons, an R13 coal truck, a R113 goods wagon, an
R19 tarpaulin load wagon, an R14 fish van, an R16 break van, an R210 oil tank, 2 other items of rolling stock
and 6 coaches, all boxed £30-50

181

A Triang R52 tank engine boxed, a Hornby OO Great Western Railway tank engine boxed, A Hornby R420 BR
Class 37 diesel boxed and a Hornby Intercity 125 train set £40-60

182

A Hornby R16 operating mail coach, a Hornby R439 BR coach, do. R236 Gulf tanker and 6 other items of
Hornby rolling stock boxed and a car transporter £30-50

183

A Hornby OO gauge Virgin Trains 125 set, boxed £30-50

184

A Hornby R593 town station boxed, do. R504 engine shed boxed and various catalogues etc £30-50

185

A Hornby HM2000 power controller boxed and various Triang and Hornby railway buildings and track £30-50

186

A metal Muffin The Mule puppet, a Dougal hand puppet, 2 Pelham puppets - Mitzi and Dutch Girl boxed, 1
other puppet of a girl and a felt and composition figure of a standing Dutch boy £30-50

187

A Revel model of a RAF Bea Hawk T.1A boxed together with 5 various Matchbox model aircraft and other
model aircraft £30-50

188

6 Corgi "Fighting Machine" models and other military models £30-50

189

3 Great Western Railway jigsaw puzzles - Anne Hathaway's Cottage, The Torbay Express and The Caerphilly
Castle together with 9 various Victory jigsaw puzzles and Turk's military review jigsaw puzzle £40-60

190

3 Jigsaw Library jigsaws, 2 John Waddington jigsaws and a collection of other jigsaws £30-50

191

A Scalextric Grand Prix set 50 boxed complete with 2 cars, 1 hand controller and track, together with an
attache case containing a Rovex Ltd Scalextric car, power controller, 2 hand controls and a small quantity of
track £40-60
In the Grand Prix set 1 hand controller is missing and the box is slightly damaged
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192

A Steiff figure of a seated elephant 41cm x 30cm x 16cm £50-75
The stuffing is coming out of his mouth, there is a split to his right arm, the pad of his right back leg is damaged
and there is damage to the tail

193

A Steiff limited edition replica teddy bear 1912, black, no.407284, 70cm h, with certificate, boxed £150-200

194

Graham Wholey, a model of Bandai 1:16 Garrett 1919 "Pendle Princess" steam traction engine, built and
modelled by Graham Wholey 20cm h x 31cm w x 11cm d £100-150

195

A wooden and metal mounted camel saddle 30cm h x 49cm w x 52cm d £55-75

196

A Victorian carved oak panel decorated St Peter and 1 other decorated St Paul 60cm x 11cm x 3cm £50-80

197

A pair of 19th Century bronze candlesticks with detachable sconces, converted for electricity decorated military
trophies 30cm x 13cm ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

198

A bottle of 1971 Chateau Larose-Trintaudon £20-40
Damage to labels

199

An adjustable brass bank light raised on a circular base 40cm h x 13cm diam. £30-50

200

A set of 7 19th Century cylindrical Continental pewter measures £40-60

201

A pair of Continental pewter candlesticks, the bases marked SS Cosma ET Damianus 1677, the base with 4
touch marks 32cm x 14cm ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

202

A circular Eastern brass frame engraved charger 27cm, an embossed brass vase decorated figures and
animals 13cm, a brass mortar and pestle 10cm x 11cm, a brass figure of a peacock 9cm x 7cm x 3cm £24-44

203

A 19th Century copper and brass oil lamp reservoir supported by 3 scroll supports and with Hinks no.2 deluxe
burner, raised on a ceramic base 39cm h x 17cm £30-50
1 of the screws is missing to the top

204

A bronze figure of a reclining inebriated cherub raised upon a green marble base 12cm x 18cm x 12cm £40-60

205

A pair of Victorian brass candlesticks with knopped stems and ejectors 30cm together with a pair of 17th
Century style brass pricket candlesticks 32cm £30-50

206

A pair of 19th Century Continental bronze plaques depicting tavern scenes with seated figures 28cm x 24cm
contained in oak frames £30-50

207

A Craftsmans Art Deco planished pewter 3 piece condiment comprising salt, mustard, pepper, raised on an
associated stand together with a Sillustre planished pewter 3 piece tea service comprising teapot, cream jug
and sugar bowl with an associated tray £30-50

208

A pair of 19th Century brass candlesticks raised on square bases and with ejectors 18cm, a pair of Adam style
fire dogs 28cm h x 30cm x 12cm and a 3 piece pierced brass fireside companion set with poker, shovel and
tongs £30-50

209

A camphor attache case with hinged lid and brass handle marked Confidential 10cm x 40cm x 25cm £24-44
There is a split to the top and slightly warped

210

A black Bakelite dial telephone, the base marked 1/232F Tl47/1 £30-50
This telephone is a working model but would require converting for modern use.

211

A copper saucepan with iron handle marked BAI 15cm x 29cm £30-50

212

A Walliostro zither mandolin banjo complete with carrying case £30-50

213

An Art Deco chrome and glass table lamp with opaque glass shade raised on a square base 40cm h x 12cm x
12cm, a brown Bakelite Thermos jug the base marked Thermos (1925) 25cm h x 11cm and a walnut and
glass twin handled tray 4cm x 47cm x 24cm £30-50

214

A brass 4 piece fireside companion set comprising poker, tongs, shovel and brush and a brass helmet shaped
coal scuttle 23cm x 23cm x 20cm and a pierced brass easel 45cm x 19cm £30-50
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215

A 19th Century cocked hat complete with Japanned metal tin (lid f) £60-80

216

A 19th Century bronze and gilt metal oil lamp base in the form of a pierced basket supported by 3 classical
ladies standing on a circular base with bun feet 40cm x 20cm (oil lamp missing) together with a pair of bronze
and gilt metal twin light candelabrum supported by bronze figures of standing ladies raised on "marble" bases
converted to electric table lamps 53cm h x 11cm x 11cm (1f) ( photo centre pages ) £150-200
One of the candelabra has a broken arm and a repaired and slightly bent finial. The other has a small chip to
the base of the "marble" column. Both have some nibbles to the square "marble" bases. The lamp base has
some small patches of corrosion throughout but is otherwise good condition.

217

An Art Deco turned onyx ashtray decorated a cold painted bronze figure of a hen and cock pheasant (figures f)
10cm x 11cm diam. together with a bronze figure of a standing owl 5cm and a gilt metal figure of a standing
dog 4cm x 4cm £30-50

218

An Art Deco green Bakelite pencil case in the form of a sausage dog, the nose fitted a pencil sharpener 8cm x
25cm x 3cm together with an olive wood lozenge shaped box 7cm x 13cm x 10cm and an oak arch shaped
trinket box 3cm x 24cm x 9cm £50-75

219

A collection of Victorian and later dolls bonnets, dresses etc £30-50

220

A plastic crate of loose GB and world used stamps £30-50

221

6 albums of mint and used world stamps including Denmark, Dominic, Egypt, Equatorial Guinea, Fiji, Finland,
Gambia, Germany, Gibraltar, Greece, Iceland, India, Indo China, Iran, Iraq, Italy, Haiti, Honduras, Hungary
£40-60

222

A Lincoln album of Victoria and later used world stamps including GB, USA, India, Swaziland, together with
an album of Elizabeth II first day covers £30-50
Images of all Asian stamps (Japan) added.

223

6 albums of mint and used stamps - Nicaragua, Nigeria, Norway, Norfolk Islands, Dominica, Japan, Jordan,
Kenya, Korea, Liberia, Lebanon, Luxembourg, Oman, Pakistan, Philipines, Portugal, Natal, Northern Borneo,
Nepal, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nigeria, Norway, Mexico, Monaco, Montenegro, Malawi, Macau, Malta
£50-75

224

A Stanley Gibbons album of George VI to Elizabeth II GB mint stamps, an orange stock book of GB stamps, a
George V to Elizabeth II used GB stamps, a blue stock book of Victorian to Elizabeth II used GB stamps
£40-60

225

A box containing a collection of early French stamps contained in envelopes including Napoleon and Ceres
heads together with various envelopes £50-75

226

6 albums of world stamps including Benin, Bolivia, Botswana, British Virgin Islands, Brazil, British Honduras,
France, China, Chad, Chile, Ceylon, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Barbados, Bahamas, Belgium, Colombia, Congo,
Costa Rica, Cook Islands, Cuba, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia, Christmas Island and Canada £40-60

227

A stock book of mint and used Victoria to Elizabeth II GB stamps, a Nelson album of world stamps, a Simplex
Junior album of George V and later GB stamps, an album of world stamps, an Improved album of world
stamps and an album of GB first day covers £30-50

228

A collection of Victorian penny reds and other GB stamps and a collection of Elizabeth II mint stamps,
presentation stamps etc £30-50

229

A collection of Victorian and later used GB stamps including a penny black, 3 tuppenny blues, penny reds, etc
£40-60
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230

7 albums of world stamps including Qatar, Redonda, Rhodesia, Russia, Rwandaise, Poland, St Vincent, St
Lucia, Sumatra, St Christopher, St Thomas, St Paul, Cape of Good Hope, Spain, Sri Lanka, Sweden,
Swaziland, Switzerland, Sarawak, Tanganyika, Tonga, Tunisia, Turkey, UAE, United Nations, USA, Uganda,
Vatican City, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Zimbabwe £40-60

231

A Simplex green album of George VI to Elizabeth II GB stamps, volumes 2 and 3 Stanley Gibbons GB stamps
Elizabeth II 1970 to 1991 and onwards together with an empty GB stamp album £30-50

232

10 Collectors Range albums of George VI and Elizabeth II GB used stamps and 4 albums of world stamps
£50-75

233

8 albums of Elizabeth II first day covers and a collection of stamp catalogues £30-50

234

A Stanley Gibbons album of New Zealand stamps 1892-1969 and a collection of loose stamps £30-50

235

A box of loose world stamps £30-50

236

2 ring albums of used world stamps - Australia, Bahamas, Belgium, Denmark, Canada, France, Greece, Hong
Kong, Kenya, Uganda, Malta, Netherlands, Portugal, Switzerland, USA, an album of George V to Elizabeth II
used GB stamps and various loose stamps £40-60

237

A no. 430 Otis King pocket calculator, boxed £20-40

238

A Corgi no.261 James Bond Aston Martin model car, boxed and complete with figure £90-120

239

A Corgi no. 3921 Whizzwheels James Bond Ford Mustang Mk 1 model car boxed £30-50

240

A Dinky Alfa Romeo model racing car no. 232 boxed £30-50
This car has some minor wear to the paint work and possibly has a replacement back right tyre. The box also
has some wear.

241

2 Dinky Toy Club enamel badges and 2 do. model club badges £20-30

242

An Leitz Wetzlar brass and bound metal single pillar microscope together with an Ernest Leitz Wetzlar
converter with binocular microscope and various lenses, an Ogilvy and Co. lens box containing a collection of
lenses ( photo centre pages ) £150-200
This lot is generally in good condition and the optics appear to be working.

243

A 19th Century rectangular mahogany microscope accessory box containing glass bottles, slides, bunsen
burner, etc £50-75

244

A collection of various empty stamp albums £30-50

245

A collection of Kensitas silk cigarette cards and Players cigarette cards £30-50

246

The Reflector drawing board together with 11 child's coloured magic lantern slides £30-50

247

An album of black and white and coloured postcards including Horsham, Thornton Heath, London, Brighton,
etc £30-50
Additional images added.

248

An album of black and white and coloured postcards including Worthing Pier wrecked Easter 1913, Military
scenes and 1 other album of Continental views £30-50

249

A Victorian leather bound photograph album containing various black and white portrait photographs of
members of the Royal West Kent Regiment £40-60

250

An album of black and white and coloured postcards of actresses £30-50

251

Of Livery Company Interest, a collection of 1930's Livery Company menus - Fish Mongers, Haberdashers,
Carpenters, Cutlers, Painters and Saddlers £30-50

252

A Victorian leather bound photograph album containing portrait photographs £30-50
The binding to the spine is damaged
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253

A Visitors book from The Finham Park Hostel including the signatures of The Duke and Duchess of
Gloucester, Anthony Eden, Joe Davis, Raymond Huntley, Mark Ramber, Margaret Leyton, other members of
the Willow Sand Company and others £40-60

254

One volume "One Hundred and Fifty Views of Brighton", together with a black and white postcard album of
First World War Colonial hospital and an album of first day covers for the 75th Anniversary of the Royal Air
Force £40-60

255

Charles Kingsley, Arts Union "The Story of Hereward The Wake" illustrated by H C Selous £100-150

256

A set of Merchant Navy discharge certificates relating to J Rawlings with discharge papers from 1888 - 1894,
leather bound, together with a black and white photograph of a boy scout presenting a bouquet of flowers to
Amy Johnson and her husband Jim Mollison 30cm x 24cm, together with a volume "Who Killed Robert
Prentice" £30-50
The Boy Scout in the photograph was relate to the vendor, he had been chosen from his Scout group to
present the flowers to Amy Johnson after she had flown into Hull.

257

2 albums of black and white and coloured postcards together with 1 volume "Picturesque Devonshire", a
Victorian scrap album and 1 vol. "Sixty Years a Queen" £30-50

258

2 Victorian leather bound family photograph albums containing portrait photographs £50-75
Both albums are damaged

259

40 Mammoth jigsaw puzzles - no. 6, 10, 13 x 2, 14, 16, 18 x 3, 20, 26, 32, 40 x 2, 41, 42 x 2, 43 x 2, 45, 46, 48
x 3, 52, 57, 59, 80, 81, 83 x 2, 129, 131 with 4 unnumbered puzzles - The Endeavour, In Full Flight, Dignity
and Impudence £40-60

260

A collection of Players and other cigarette cards £30-50

261

2 albums of Players cigarette cards and various postcards etc £20-40

262

A The "Twin" Portland Chess and Draughts board game, a George VI 1937 Coronation programme, do.
Elizabeth II 1953 and other ephemera relating to the Royal Family contained in a Samsonlite leather case
£30-50

263

Parlophone Records, a collection of 6 Beatles Parlophone 45rpm records including I Want to Hold Your Hand,
Ticket to Ride, Help, She's a Woman, Strawberry Fields Forever, Eleanor Rigby and 2 Paul McCartney ditto Waterfalls and Coming Up, an Apple 45rpm John Lennon Working Class Hero, a Parlophone 45rpm Slade
Thanks for the Memory (Wham Bam, Thank You Mam) and 2 Beatles LP's - Help and Sargent Peppers Lonely
Heart Club Band £30-60

264

A small collection of first day covers, presentation stamps and a collection of Victorian and later wedding and
portrait photographs £30-50

265

Of Masonic interest, 2 Royal Arch Grand Officer's aprons - standard bearer and sojoner, together with a collar
and 2 sashes £30-50

266

Of Masonic interest, an Ancient and Accepted Rite 18th Degree Rose Croix collar, a Mark Master Masons
Worshipful Masters apron and various aprons £30-50

267

Of Masonic interest, a Provincial Grand Officers full dress apron and Junior Warden together with collar, a
Mark Master Masons provincial Grand Officers full dress apron and Junior Warden complete with collar,
contained in a case £30-50

268

Of Masonic Interest, 2 attache cases containing a Royal Ark Companions apron and sash, a Royal Ark
Mariners Past Commanders apron and collar, a Mark Master Masons apron, a Worshipful Masters apron
together with a collection of various books relating to Free Masonry £30-50
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269

A section of amethyst quartz specimen 14cm x 15cm x 9cm £30-50

270

1 volume "Certain sermons or homilies appointed to be read in churches in the time of the late Queen
Elizabeth of famous memory and now thought fit to reprinted by authority from His Most Excellent Majesty
1683" leather bound (cover damaged), together with volume 2 of "A New History of The Holy Bible From the
Beginning of the World to the Iftablihment of Christianity" 1756 (damage to binding) £60-90

271

A Victorian panelled glass oil lamp reservoir raised on a gilt metal column with ceramic socle base complete
with clear glass chimney 64cm x 15cm £30-50

272

8 various Rupert Little Bear Library Books nos. 10, 11, 12, 20, 21, 24, 34 and 40 (bindings in poor order), 1
volume "Rupert in the Wood of Mystery" (binding in poor order), do. "Rupert and The Snow Bear's Christmas
Adventure" (missing cover) and 2 other Rupert Bear books (missing covers and binding) £30-50

273

Of Royal Air Force interest, a Royal Air Force Officer's cap badge, a pair of RAF pilots wings and a pewter
model of a running airman 11cm x 5cm x 4cm £20-40
Additional image of badges added.

274

A pair of Art Deco chrome table lamps with opaque pink glass shades £30-50
There are some minor scratches to the lamp bases but the lamps are otherwise in good condition though they
require re-wiring as the wires have been cut. They are 39cm high.

275

An Italian Rococo style carved and painted table lamp, the triform base decorated swans raised on 3 paw feet
57cm h x 20cm x 20cm £30-50

276

A pair of 19th Century elm 12 spoked metal shod cart wheels 94cm diam. (missing rubber tyre) £80-120

277

A lady's brown quarter length fur coat £30-50

278

Hardy Brothers Ltd, a fitted leather suit/vanity case, the fall front revealing a fitted interior (no bottles) with
chrome mounts 19cm x 60cm x 40cm together with a brown leather suitcase with brass mounts 15cm x 66cm
x 39cm with numerous labels including LMS, Euston and various hotels (some scuffing to the case) £40-60
The Hardys case has some wear to the corners and some minor scuffs and scratches to the exterior but is
otherwise in good condition.

279

A fibre suitcase with chrome mounts bearing various labels including Raffles Hotel Singapore, Hotel New
Yorker, 16cm x 56cm x 34cm and 2 other suitcases 1 with Cunard Line label 18cm x 65cm x 43cm, 1 other
with chrome mounts 21cm x 77cm x 57cm £30-50

281

A black lacquered snuff box with mother of pearl inlay, 2 mauchline ware boxes, 1 other box and a gilt and
bone finished purse £35-45
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Oil Painting, Watercolours and Prints
Where a picture is preceded by the full name, including forenames of the artist,
the work is in our opinion by that artist. Where the surname and initials only
appear, the work is so signed or attributed to, or in the manner of that artist.
Where a lot is preceded by a double asterisk ** it may be subject to Artist
Resale Rights.
401

Dennis Roxby-Bott RWS (born 1948), watercolour, "Lewes Crescent, Brighton" signed and dated 1992 50cm
x 34cm £150-250

402

Richard W Orr, acrylic on canvas, a Tuscan view, unframed 61cm x 46cm £80-100

403

Richard W Orr, gouache, study of an Avocet 23cm x 33cm £160-190

404

Poster, Royal Society of Painters and Watercolours, Autumn Exhibition 1984, framed 75cm x 49cm £24-44
This poster features a copy of the painting by S R Badmin

405

Wiggs Kinnaird, (1870-1930), watercolours a pair, signed, "At Mere, Wiltshire" and "The Severn" 22cm x 31cm
£100-150
Both watercolours have some minor staining along the very top of the images and the watercolour: "The
Severn" has a crease across the signature. Both are otherwise in good condition.

406

Richard W Orr, print, signed in pencil, Zebras no. 2/350 32cm x 44cm £80-100

407

Indian 19th Century watercolour, a nobleman with attendants in a palace setting 65cm x 46cm ( photo centre
pages ) £100-150

408

19th Century Chinese watercolours on rice paper, a pair, figures at pursuits in pavilion interiors 78cm x 30cm,
each 3 framed as one ( photo centre pages ) £100-150
4 of the watercolours are ripped almost the length of the images. The remaining 2 have some small holes.
Each individual plate measures 32cm w x 21cm h

409

N Young, watercolour, Continental street scene, 24cm x 22cm £40-60
This watercolour has some mild foxing but is otherwise in good condition.

410

Photographs, Captain Robert Falcon Scott RN, bearing a signature 40cm x 29cm and Royal Commission on
the supply of food and raw materials in time of war 1903-1905 22cm x 28cm £80-120
This lot is generally in good condition.

411

A silk work embroidery study of a Dutch landscape with figures and boats 42cm x 53cm £40-60

412

A coloured engraving The Camp of the 1st Division looking north towards the camp of the 2nd Division The
Heights of The Inkerman in the distance 25cm x 44cm £50-75

413

Richard W Orr, gouache signed, a study of otters 34cm x 30cm £100-150

414

Victorian wool work embroidery, squirrel, deer and bird beneath a tree in a carved gilt wood frame with crest
52cm x 42cm £50-80

415

Arnold Van Praag (born 1926), print, signed in pencil, 5/30, impressionist study of a bird 57cm x 43cm £40-60

416

Richard W Orr, gouache signed, study of a crested grebe at sunset 29cm x 39cm £170-220

417

Richard W Orr, gouache signed, study of a great horned owl in a tree 47cm x 36cm ( photo centre pages )
£180-240

418

A 19th Century watercolour unsigned, Continental town scape with bridge and distant buildings 34cm x 60cm
£40-60

419

R H M '97, pastel, portrait of a young lady 47cm x 36cm £30-50

420

William Woolard (1883 - 1908) watercolour signed, "Evening Newburgh/Fifeshire" 26cm x 36cm £40-60
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421

Emile Bernard, print signed, 34/50, study of fruit pickers 44cm x 36cm £40-60
The signature on this picture is printed.

422

Elizabeth Harris, print signed, 4/14, atmospheric town scape 37cm x 30cm £30-50

423

Mary Fedden, print signed, impressionist study "Chiswick" 58cm x 44cm £30-50
The signature on this picture is printed.

424

Denis Pannett, watercolour signed, Shoreham by Sea, the old foot bridge 11cm x 17cm £30-50

426

Henry Cook 1859, (1819-1890), watercolour signed and dated, Scottish loch scene with figures in a boat 34cm
x 48cm £50-75

427

A sampler with religious script enclosed in an extensive floral border by Alice Oulsnan aged 13 1843,
contained in a maple walnut frame 43cm x 35cm £40-60
There is some brown staining and small holes to the border and some pink staining to the interior. There is
some fading to this sampler
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Silver, Silver Plated items, Jewellery & Objects of Virtue
Please note all weights are approximate, watches are sold as seen and may not
be in working order
441

A 19th Century French silver 2 handled sugar bowl with floral finial and lobed body, 630 grams ( photo centre
pages ) £130-160

442

A circular silver guilloche enamel patch box Birmingham 1926, do. hair brush and scent bottle together with a
pair of plated fish servers £40-60
The hair brush is bruised

443

A Victorian ebonised baton with engraved plated mounts Rev. H W Trott from the fulshaw memorial choir June
1893 47cm £30-50

444

A rectangular silver cigarette box with bevelled glass lid, a table salt and thimble £26-36
The 1st item has a chipped glass and is dented

445

A rectangular cut glass toilet box with tortoiseshell and silver lid Birmingham 1923, 12cm £40-60

446

A silver cigarette case Chester 1919, napkin ring, fork and marriage cup, weighable silver 82 grams £30-50

447

An Edwardian toilet bottle with repousse silver lid London 1903 maker Drew & Sons with a plated base
£100-150

448

A silver mounted dagger with ditto scabbard and Solingen blade 27cm £80-100

449

An Edwardian silver mounted toilet jar with repousse lid London 1903 maker Drew & Sons and plated base
13cm £100-140

450

An Edwardian novelty silver shot flask condiment mill/lighter London 1908 10cm £80-100

451

An Edwardian silver mounted oval toilet jar with repousse lid London 1903 and plated base 10cm £100-150

452

A circular silver capstan inkwell of plain form Chester 1923 maker Charles Perry & Co 13cm £100-140
There are minor dents to this lot

453

An Edwardian silver mounted square toilet jar with repousse lid and plated base London 1903 maker Drew &
Sons 11cm £100-150

454

A silver cream jug with S scroll handle on hoof feet Sheffield 1962 maker Viners , 202 grams £50-75

455

An Edwardian silver mounted rectangular toilet bottle with repousse lid London 1903 maker Drew & Sons
10cm £100-150

456

A Victorian silver capstan style inkwell, Chester 1898 maker Stokes & Ireland 194 grams 10cm ( photo centre
pages ) £100-150

457

A silver sauce boat with S scroll handle on paw feet Birmingham 1968m 68 grams £30-50

458

A cut glass lemonade jug with cast vinous sterling silver mount 36cm £30-50
The glass body is cracked

459

A Victorian silver plated mounted double ended clear glass scent bottle 14cm £30-50
The glass is chipped

460

A silver mounted Reynolds angels aide memoire Birmingham 1906, a book of common prayer and an aide
memoire £30-40
The 2 books have some small dents to the silver fronts and some heavy wear to the leather spines. The other
aide memoire has some wear to the plate but is otherwise in good condition.

461

An Edwardian silver vesta Birmingham 1901 and a travelling cup (marks rubbed), gross 106 grams £50-75

462

A silver mounted glass toilet jar Birmingham 1934, 7 other mounted items £80-120

463

A set of 6 silver coffee spoons Birmingham 1923 and a do. napkin ring 76 grams £30-40
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464

A Victorian silver mounted glass hip flask London 1894 11cm, an identity bracelet and minor coins etc £30-50
The lid is dented and split

465

A Victorian oval silver plated meat cover with scroll handle and engraved crest 23cm maker T & J Creswick H
32cm W 20cm D £40-60

466

A Victorian oval silver plated meat cover with scroll handle and engraved crest maker T & J Creswick 26cm H
24cm W 43cm D £100-150

467

A Victorian oval silver plated meat cover with scroll handle and engraved crest maker T & J Creswick 26cm H
30cm W 48cm D £100-150

468

A Victorian oval silver plated meat cover with scroll handle and engraved crest maker T & J Creswick 28cm H
33cm W 50cm D ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

469

A set of 6 Victorian silver teaspoons and nips with chased decoration, together with 7 odd teaspoons 214
grams £30-50

470

A set of 12 cased silver teaspoons and odd nips London 1928/33, 194 grams £40-60

471

A pair of silver wishbone sugar nips Birmingham 1917 and a silver brandy label London 1962, 46 grams
£30-50

472

A silver 3 piece condiment set Sheffield 1939 maker Lee & Wigsall £30-50

473

A set of 6 silver Art Deco coffee spoons with enamelled handles Birmingham 1933, 5 odd coffee spoons, 100
grams £40-60

474

A pair of silver plated asparagus tongs and minor plated items £30-50

475

A pair of Georgian silver asparagus tongs with bright cut decoration by Hester Bateman 110 grams ( photo
centre pages ) £100-150
The date letter is rubbed but the tongs are otherwise in good condition.

476

A silver plated 3 piece tea set and a rectangular cigarette box £30-40

477

A silver pedestal bowl with floral rim London 1938 12cm, 108 grams £30-50

478

A silver mounted glass inkwell pen stand Birmingham 1919 10cm £40-60
There is a dent to the lid but this lot is otherwise in good condition.

479

A set of silver Grecian pattern cutlery comprising 6 tea spoons, 6 soup spoons, 6 dessert spoons, 3 table
spoons, 6 cake forks, 6 dessert forks, 6 dinner forks, 6 dinner knives, 6 dessert knives, 6 fish knives and 6 fish
fork Sheffield 1963/1964, retailed by Harrods maker Lee & Holmes 1886 grams ( photo centre pages )
£500-700

480

A silver salver with pie crust rim and scroll feet Sheffield 1971 maker John Turton & Co 810 grams, 31cm
£200-250

481

An Edwardian repousse silver vase with scroll decoration Sheffield 1904 maker Fenton Bros 23cm, 344 grams
£130-160

482

A silver 2 handled trophy cup and cover with golfer finial and presentation inscription Sheffield 1933 maker
Manoah Rhodes & Sons 597 grams 24cm ( photo centre pages ) £220-320

483

A silver panelled 2 handled centre piece Birmingham 1925 maker Henry Mathews 132 grams, 19cm £50-75

484

A Continental silver 2 handled basket, 359 grams, 26 cm ( photo centre pages ) £130-160

485

A Victorian cream jug and sugar bowl Sheffield 1885 and 1887 maker Fenton Bros 271 grams £100-150

486

A set of 8 silver coffee spoons Sheffield 1941, 87 grams £30-50

487

A silver paperknife set with a peridot Birmingham 1991 102 grams 21cm £40-60

488

A silver cigarette case with chased scroll decoration and vacant cartouche Birmingham 1918 maker Joseph
Gloster Ltd 256 grams £100-130
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489

A silver cigarette case Birmingham 1918, 2 others, 263 grams £100-130

490

A silver engine turned compact London 1951, 126 grams £45-65

491

A silver 3 piece condiment Birmingham 1975, 130 grams £50-75

492

A William IV silver fish slice London 1835 maker John James Whiting 143 grams £60-80

493

A pair of silver salad servers Chester 1924, 127 grams £45-65

494

A silver tea strainer with pierced handle Sheffield 1936 maker Viners 38 grams £20-40

495

A silver sugar caster of plain form Birmingham 1978 maker Clifford & Norris 14.5cm, 83 grams £30-50

496

A canteen of silver cutlery with reeded decoration comprising 8 coffee spoons, 8 tea spoons, 8 dessert spoons,
8 soup spoons and 4 table spoons, 8 dessert forks, 8 dinner forks, 8 dessert knives, 8 dinner knives, a 3 piece
carving set, Sheffield 1980 maker James Dixon & Sons 2699 grams £1200-1500

497

An 800 standard cutlery set comprising 8 tea spoons, 9 dessert spoons, 9 cake forks, 9 dinner forks, a sauce
ladle, 2 serving spoons, 9 knives and a carving set 1870 grams £700-900

498

A silver plated 2 handled tray with floral decoration 68cm £50-80
This tray is Sheffield plate.

499

A French silver backed dressing table set comprising hand mirror, 2 hair brushes, 2 clothes brushes and a
small brush £50-75

500

An Elkington silver plated tazza, 2 do. bowls and place settings £30-50

501

A silver plated mounted salmon board 87cm £50-75

502

A Concorde silver luggage tag, a diary and pack of playing cards £26-46

503

A George III silver salver with chased scroll decoration and fancy border on pad feet London 1763, maker
Robert Rugg 1 , 926 grams, 31cm ( photo centre pages ) £250-350
There is a pin-head dent to the vacant cartouche and some minor scratches but this salver is otherwise in
good condition and stands true.

504

A canteen of silver plated rat tail cutlery for 12 in a fitted case £50-75

505

A canteen of silver plated rat tail cutlery for 8 in a fitted case (lacking 2 tea spoons and 4 coffee spoons)
£40-60

506

Two silver plated mounted scent bottles, plated napkin rings, Christmas decoration and other minor plated
items £50-75

507

A silver plated swing handled bowl/ice bucket and a do. jug £30-50

508

A part canteen of silver plated cutlery £30-50

509

An oak canteen containing a set of silver plated cutlery £30-50

510

A set of 4 Victorian repousse silver boat shaped table salts on square bases, Sheffield 1899 maker Atkin Bros
32 grams £40-60

511

A 9ct yellow gold bangle, gross 6.49 grams £40-60

512

A pair of 18ct yellow gold fire opal cabochon cut ear studs, approx. 2.80ct each surrounded by brilliant cut
diamonds 0.65ct £1400-1800

513

A pair of 14ct yellow gold green gem set cufflinks, 14.3 grams £250-300

514

A platinum and diamond bombe shaped ring, 1.47ct, size L £1650-1950

515

A 9ct yellow gold cross pendant and a do. bracelet 2.4 grams £30-50

516

A pair of 9ct yellow gold lapis lazuli cufflinks £90-120

517

A platinum diamond set wedding band 7.4 grams, size V £220-280

518

A 9ct yellow gold diamond set half eternity ring 0.77ct, size L 1/2 £480-580

519

An 18ct yellow gold opal and diamond ring, size N £80-120
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520

An 18ct white gold oval black diamond ring, the centre stone 7.2ct surrounded by brilliant cut diamonds 4.31ct,
size O, with certificate £2800-3800

521

A 14ct yellow gold marquis and tapered baguette diamond ring, size V 1/2 £800-1200

522

A 9ct white gold diamond cluster ring size J 1/2 £45-65

523

A vintage 18ct yellow gold Baume and Mercier gentleman's wristwatch no. 37076/604129 on a leather strap (
photo centre pages ) £400-500

524

An 18ct yellow gold rectangular cut emerald and diamond ring, the centre stone 3.20ct flanked by baguette cut
diamonds 0.24ct and brilliant cut diamonds 0.22ct, size M £1950-2450

525

An 18ct yellow gold baguette cut sapphire ring, size M ( photo centre pages ) £250-300

526

A gem set half eternity ring size P £30-50

527

A 22ct yellow gold ring with red gem set oval stone, size P 1/2 £340-440

528

A 9ct yellow gold paste set cross pendant £30-50

529

An 14ct yellow gold 3 stone cabochon cut ring with emerald, ruby and sapphire size K 1/2 £100-150
The sapphire is chipped but the ring is otherwise in good condition.. The gemstones are natural and are
approximately 0.5ct each.. The ring is stamped 14k and is probably Italian. The ring has a gross weight of 6g.

530

An 18ct yellow gold oval sapphire ring size N £30-50

531

A pair of 18ct white gold pear cut emerald and diamond drop earrings, the centre stone 1.71ct, the brilliant cut
diamonds 3.25ct £3800-4400

532

A 9ct yellow gold pendant with Elizabeth drop and a do. chain 2.5 grams £80-120

533

A 9ct yellow gold diamond set half eternity ring 0.76ct, size L 1/2 £580-680

534

A pair of vintage rhodium plated silver, blue gem set whorl earrings containing 25 brilliant cut stones each, 40
mm x 15mm £180-220

535

An 18ct white gold Art Deco style sapphire and diamond cluster ring size N £780-880

536

Two 9ct yellow gold necklaces 7.1grams £100-150

537

An 18ct yellow gold oval emerald cut pendant 6.97ct surmounted by 2 baguette cut diamonds 0.49ct
£1800-2200

538

A vintage rhodium plated silver, blue gem set open brooch containing 65 brilliant and pear cut stones 70mm x
40mm £180-220

539

An 18ct white gold cushion cut ruby pendant 28.67ct surmounted by a brilliant cut diamond 0.60ct (The ruby
has been colour treated) ( photo centre pages ) £2800-3400

540

A 9ct yellow gold charm bracelet, gross 23 grams £200-250

541

A 14ct yellow gold diamond set heart shaped ring, 5 grams, size J £90-120

542

A 9ct yellow gold belcher necklace 18.8 grams, 51cm £220-320

543

An 18ct white gold graduated brilliant cut 5 stone diamond ring 1.87ct, size M £2400-2800

544

A pair of 14ct yellow gold red gem set rectangular cufflinks 14.1 grams £250-280

545

A pair of 18ct white gold pear shaped black diamond cluster ear studs, the centre stones approx 7.0ct, the
brilliant cut diamonds 2.27ct, with GLI certificate £2450-2850

546

A sovereign 1913 £180-220
This sovereign is generally in good condition.

547

An 18ct white gold Art Deco style sapphire and diamond ring size N £1500-1800

548

A pair of 10ct yellow gold diamond cufflinks 10.4 grams ( photo centre pages ) £140-180

549

An 18ct white gold diamond ring with brilliant cut stone 0.5ct, the brilliant cut diamond shoulders 0.5ct, size L
£780-880
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550

A rectangular 2 handled silver tray Birmingham 1990 maker J B Chatterley & Sons 1480 grams, 54cm ( photo
centre pages ) £550-650

551

A silver pierced dish on paw feet Birmingham 1954 maker J B Chatterley & Sons 463 grams, 23cm £170-220

552

An Edwardian silver teapot with scroll rim and demi-fluted decoration with ebony mounts London 1907 maker
William Hutton & Sons gross 714 grams £260-320

553

A silver engine turned compact Birmingham 1959, 97 grams £36-46

554

A set of 43 John Pinches silver commemorative crowns - Monarchs of Great Britain 1728 grams ( photo centre
pages ) £640-740

555

A set of 10 Edwardian silver apostle spoons Sheffield 1907, 151 grams £55-75

556

Six silver coffee spoons Sheffield 1942, 6 others and 2 silver oars, 75 grams £30-40

557

A Victorian demi-fluted silver cream jug London 1888, 130 grams £50-75

558

A set of 6 silver teaspoons London 1946 and a cased silver pusher and spoon 144 grms £30-40

559

A platinum 3 stone diamond ring approx. 1.07ct size R 1/2 ( photo centre pages ) £1800-2400

560

A gold brooch and minor gold jewellery £50-75

561

An 18ct yellow gold emerald and diamond ring size L 1/2 £60-80
Five of the emeralds is chipped but the ring is otherwise in good condition. The ring probably dates from the
70's

562

A 1982 sovereign ring in a 9ct yellow gold mount, 13.5 grams total, size S £220-260

563

An 18ct yellow and white gold diamond Art Deco style cocktail ring the centre 2 stones approx. 1ct surrounded
by 14 brilliant cut diamonds approx 0.35ct size S 1/2 £1400-1800

564

A 9ct white gold diamond cluster ring size R £20-30

565

An 18ct yellow gold pear shaped gem set ring size L £130-160

566

An 18ct yellow gold princess cut ruby ring size R ( photo centre pages ) £350-400

567

An 18ct white gold pear cut opal and diamond ring, the centre stone 10.6ct surrounded by brilliant cut
diamonds 1ct, size N 1/2 ( photo centre pages ) £1800-2200

568

A 9ct yellow gold wedding band 5 grams £60-80

569

A yellow gold 3 stone diamond ring size R £300-400
This ring is possibly 18ct though has not been tested. It is in good condition and weighs 12g.

570

A 9ct yellow gold heart shaped locket £30-50

571

A 9ct yellow gold half eternity ring 0.75ct size L 1/2 £480-580

572

An 18ct yellow gold diamond set ring size Q £55-75

573

An Edwardian style diamond and pearl set pendant on a gilt chain £480-580

574

An 18ct yellow gold necklace 15.8 grams, 40cm £350-400

575

An 18ct yellow gold emerald cut emerald and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone 6.92ct surrounded by
brilliant cut diamonds 4.94ct, size N £4500-5500

576

An 18ct yellow gold 3 stone diamond ring size M £40-60
All 3 diamonds have minor chips but the ring is otherwise in good condition. This ring probably dates from the
1920s.

577

An 18ct white gold diamond tennis bracelet, 2ct, 19cm ( photo centre pages ) £2200-2500
This lot is in good condition but does not come with a presentation box

578

A 22ct yellow gold wedding band size N 1/2, 2 grams £40-60

579

An 18ct yellow gold single stone diamond ring approx. 0.45ct size N 1/2 £450-550

580

A 9ct yellow gold 2 colour bracelet 11.6 grams £80-120

581

A 9ct yellow gold flat link bracelet 11.4 grams £90-120
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582

An 18ct white gold wedding band 1.5 grams size N 1/2 £100-150

583

A 9ct yellow gold fancy flat link bracelet 36.2 grams 18cm ( photo centre pages ) £280-380

584

A 9ct yellow gold black onyx ring and minor gold jewellery, 12 grams £50-80

585

A 9ct yellow gold ruby and diamond ring size P £80-120

586

A pair of 18ct white gold single stone ear studs 1.07ct £1500-1800

587

An 18ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond ring size n 1/2 £50-75
This ring is in good condition. It probably dates from the 1970's

588

A silver Art Deco style cubic zirconia set ring size L 1/2 £40-60

589

A gentleman's gilt cased Christin Lars calendar quartz wristwatch on a gilt bracelet, boxed £40-60

590

A silver cased key wind pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock £30-50
The dial is cracked

591

A gentleman's gilt cased Obaku calendar wristwatch on a gilt bracelet boxed £40-60

592

A silver cased mechanical pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock £30-50

593

A pair of Ethiopian opal stud earrings approx 1.2ct £75-95

594

A Victorian gilt cameo brooch of Canova's Three Graces £30-50

595

A 1960's chromium cased Oris pocket watch and minor watches etc £30-50

596

A pair of silver Ethiopian opal ear studs 1.4ct ( photo centre pages ) £75-95

597

A gold plated hunter pocket watch, the dial inscribed Waltham with seconds at 6 o'clock £30-50
This watch is not working

598

A gentleman's steel cased Christin Lars calendar wristwatch on a mesh bracelet, boxed £40-60

599

A silver, cubic zirconia and opalite kite shaped ring, size L 1/2 £40-50

600

A gentleman's steel cased Earnshaw automatic wristwatch with visible movement on a bi-metallic bracelet,
boxed £40-60

601

A lady's Edwardian silver cased key wind fob watch in an inlaid Sorrento holder £30-50

602

A silver cubic zirconia and opalite set dress ring size Q £40-50

603

A Continental silver mesh evening bag 354 grams £60-80

604

A silver brooch with portrait study £20-40

605

A pair of silver, cubic zirconia and blue opalite set drop earrings £35-55

606

A silver cased keywind pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock £30-50
The second hand is loose, the glass is chipped and the case scratched

607

A lady's silver key wind fob watch on a gilt chain £30-50

608

A gentleman's steel cased Triumph calendar wristwatch with 2 subsidiary dials on a rubber strap, boxed
£40-60

609

A pair of silver, cubic zirconia and opalite drop earrings £45-65

610

A silver cubic zirconia and opalite set pendant and chain £35-45

611

A gentleman's steel cased Christin Lars calendar wristwatch with mesh bracelet, boxed £40-60

612

A pair of silver, cubic zirconia and opalite drop earrings £40-50

613

A lady's 9ct yellow gold wristwatch on a gilt bracelet £40-60

614

A gentleman's steel cased Pulsar calendar chronograph wristwatch with 3 subsidiary dials on a leather strap,
boxed £40-60

615

A quantity of Victorian and later costume jewellery and compacts £30-50

616

A pair of silver and cubic zirconia set ear studs £35-45

617

A gentleman's steel cased Lebelle and Son sport wristwatch with 3 subsidiary dials on a leather strap, boxed
£40-60
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618

A silver Art Deco style cubic zirconia set ring size F £40-50

619

A gentleman's Earnshaw steel cased automatic wristwatch with visible movement on a leather strap, boxed
£40-60

620

A gentleman's gold painted Dupont gas cigarette lighter in a leather pouch £40-60

621

An amethyst faceted bead necklace and a quantity of necklaces £30-50

622

A gentleman's black finished Aquaswiss calendar wristwatch with 3 subsidiary dials on a black finished
bracelet, boxed £70-90

623

An 1893 crown, 3 commemorative coins £16-26

624

A gentleman's steel cased Reserver automatic calendar wristwatch on a ditto bracelet, boxed £50-70

625

A George VI Special Constabulary medal to Reginald H Higgins £20-40

626

A Victorian Humber Rowing Club medallion and a Masonic jewel £20-40

627

A gentleman's steel cased Diamond & Co calendar wristwatch, with diamond set dial on a black leather strap,
boxed £40-60

628

A silver hardstone pendant and minor silver jewellery £40-60

629

A set of 8 19th Century style buttons with facsimile watch dials £200-250
These buttons have a diameter of 2.5cm. They are in good condition.

630

A gentleman's steel cased Ingersoll automatic calendar wristwatch with 3 subsidiary dials on a leather strap,
boxed £50-70

631

A lady's Edwardian silver cased key wind fob watch with floral dial £20-30

632

A gentleman's Ingersoll gilt cased Art Deco style white topaz set dress watch with subsidiary dial and visible
movement, boxed £50-70

633

A silver marcasite terrier brooch and a quantity of silver jewellery £40-60

634

Twenty one Eagle Moss Collection reproduction military wristwatches in a fitted box £30-50

635

Twenty one Eagle Moss Collection reproduction military wristwatches in a fitted box £30-50

636

A gentleman's gilt case Stuhrling black dial wristwatch with calendar dial on a gilt bracelet, boxed £50-70

637

A gentleman's steel cased Ingersoll wristwatch with calendar and 3 subsidiary dials on a do. bracelet, boxed
£50-70

638

A gentleman's gilt cased Earnshaw Art Deco style wristwatch with 2 subsidiary dials and visible movement on
a gilt bracelet, boxed £50-70

639

A pair of 18ct white gold emerald and diamond earrings, the emerald cut centre stones approx. 0.99ct
surrounded by brilliant cut diamonds 0.28ct £680-780
There is some heavy feathering in the emeralds but this lot is otherwise in good condition.

640

A pair of white gold diamond ear studs 0.7ct £650-750
0.70 is the total carat weight of both earrings. They are in good condition and have an approximate clarity of
Si3

641

An 18ct 3 stone diamond ring size M £120-150

642

An 18ct yellow gold 5 stone diamond ring 1.55ct size M £1350-1650

643

An 18ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond ring size O £80-100

644

An Edwardian style diamond, sapphire, emerald and ruby floral pendant £520-620

645

A 14ct white gold Art Deco style diamond and emerald ring, the centre stone approx. 1.12ct surrounded by
tapered baguette cut emeralds 0.56ct and diamond shoulders 0.06ct size M 1/2 ( photo centre pages )
£2800-3400
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646

An Edwardian style diamond and aquamarine pendant on an 18ct gold chain £450-550

647

An 18ct white gold pear shaped diamond and ruby ring, the centre stone 0.56ct surrounded by Princess cut
rubies 0.78ct and brilliant cut diamonds 0.56ct size N ( photo centre pages ) £1950-2250

648

A platinum ruby and diamond cluster ring size P 1/2 £680-780

649

An 18ct white gold art deco style emerald and diamond ring Size M 1/2 £750-850

650

An 18ct yellow gold Victorian style sapphire and diamond ring, the sapphire approx. 0.4ct surrounded by
brilliant cut diamonds approx. 0.65ct size N 1/2 £500-600

651

Five 9ct yellow gold gem set rings, size M £50-75

652

An 18ct yellow gold Art Deco style diamond ring approx. 0.8ct size O £550-750

653

An 18ct yellow gold Art Deco style diamond ring approx. 0.8ct size O £580-680

654

A platinum 5 stone diamond cluster ring 0.7ct, size N 1/2 £620-720

655

An 18ct yellow gold graduated 4 stone diamond ring 1.2ct, size N 1/2 £820-920
This ring has a clarity of approximately Si3 and the colour is approximately S/T. The ring is modern and
otherwise in good condition.

656

Five 9ct yellow gold gem set rings, sizes M £50-80

657

An 18ct white gold yellow sapphire and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone approx. 2ct surrounded by
brilliant cut diamonds approx. 0.65ct size N 1/2 ( photo centre pages ) £780-980

658

A 19th Century French silver mug with S scroll handle 472 grams, 12cm £600-700

659

A Georgian silver lemon strainer with geometric pierced decoration and beaded handle with clip, London 1783,
by William Abdy I £250-300
The strainer is undamaged and has a diameter of 10cm. The length of the handle is 5.5cm

660

A 19th Century French silver beaker 54 grams, 6cm £150-180

661

A Georgian silver shell back dessert spoon, possibly Nicholas Hearnden 50 grams £70-90
The hallmarks are rubbed

662

A silver plated 2 handled tray 64cm, a quantity of cutlery and minor plated items £40-60

663

A Georgian silver pap boat with chased scroll and seal decoration and S scroll handle on hoof feet 170 grams
£500-600

664

A repousse silver photograph frame London 1988 19cm x 14cm and a plated do. £25-35

665

A Sampson and Morden silver toothpick in the form of a flintlock pistol £70-90
This has probably been adapted from a propelling pencil

666

An octagonal silver sugar shaker of Queen Anne design London 1971 maker D J Silver 164 grams £80-100

667

A pair of Georgian silver casters of urn shape on square bases 16cm 192 grams £150-180
One of the casters has had the base lead soldered back on and has a small split to the perforations on the lid.
The other caster has some small dents to the body and lid. Both have slightly bent bases.

668

A stylish silver plated 2 handled tray 60cm £24-44

669

An Edwardian silver double match box holder with presentation inscription Chester 1906 maker Stokes &
Ireland 16cm £50-80

670

A pair of 19th Century Adam style table salts and a Russian enamelled egg enclosing a palace £20-30

671

A silver mounted cut glass hair tidy Birmingham 1918 and a ditto candlestick £30-50
Both lots are dented

672

A silver and guilloche enamelled 8 day timepiece Birmingham 1935 12cm, a plated do. 10.5cm £20-40
Both items are bruised

673

A stylish silver necklace and minor silver jewellery 110 grams £45-65

674

A silver locket with chased decoration £20-30
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675

A gentleman's steel cased Stuhrling automatic wristwatch with calendar and seconds dial on a leather strap
£50-70

676

A silver textured bracelet and 2 others, 56 grams £25-35

677

A gentleman's steel cased Seiko 5 automatic calendar wristwatch on a do. bracelet, boxed £50-70

678

A gentleman's steel cased Ingersoll wristwatch with calendar and 3 subsidiary dials on a leather strap, boxed
£50-70
This watch has some very minor scratches to the case but is otherwise in good condition and is currently in
working order.

679

A gentleman's steel case bi-metallic Pulsar calendar wristwatch on a do. bracelet, boxed £50-70

680

A quantity of Victorian and later costume jewellery and watches £26-36

681

A silver fancy link chain and 2 others, 130 grams £50-75

683

Eighteen silver snake link necklaces, 70 grams £30-50
5 are broken

684

A gentleman's steel cased Obaku Harmony wristwatch with 2 subsidiary dials on a do. bracelet, boxed £50-70

685

A silver charm bracelet, 61 grams £26-36

686

A silver charm bracelet 92 grams £35-45

687

Ten silver snake link necklaces, 35 grams £20-30

688

A gentleman's steel cased diamond set Ingersoll calendar wristwatch on a do. bracelet, boxed £50-70

689

A pair of silver paste drop pear shaped earrings £50-75
Each drop is 3.5cm high ( exc bow ) by 2.5cm wide

690

A silver charm bracelet, 42 grams £20-30

691

Ten silver snake link necklaces, 40 grams £20-40

692

A pair of silver cufflinks and minor silver jewellery, 42 grams £20-30

693

Ten silver snake link necklaces, 29 grams £20-30

694

A family group of medals - husband and wife, a group of 3 comprising Most Venerable Order of St John of
Jerusalem breast badge of a serving brother, Defence medal, Service medal of The Most Venerable Order of
St John of Jerusalem with 3 bars to Private Eric Reginald Lees London SJAB 1953 together with Women's
Voluntary Service Long Service Good Conduct medal and bar awarded to Mrs Lees and 1 other Women's
Voluntary Service medal, cased, various paperwork including photographs and other minor badges ( photo
centre pages ) £80-120

695

Two cultured pearl necklaces with 9ct gold clasps, 44cm and 66cm £60-80

696

A green marbled Conway 93 fountain pen, a blue Parker Duofold, a red Parker Lady 17 and a Cross ballpoint
pen £30-50
There is some corrosion to the Cross pen but all other pens are in good condition. The Conway pen has its
lever and the blue parker pen is marked "Parker Duofold Made In England" and "Duofold" on the other side
though this is partially rubbed. The Cross pen is engraved "Sheila" but all other are not personalised.

697

A box containing approx. 5000 sixpenny pieces, a Britannia 1797 reproduction bronze cartwheel penny and
minor coins £60-80

698

A George V Metropolitan Police Coronation medal to A Sylvester together with a 1977 silver commemorative
crown £40-60

699

A set of 6 Victorian silver apostle teaspoons London 1871, 4 others and a vesta case 160 grams £30-50

700

Two silver sports medals on a gold plated Albert £24-44

701

Minor UK coins, a quantity £30-50
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702

A walnut 3 drawer canteen raised on cabriole legs and pad feet containing a set of Kings pattern cutlery for 12
£100-150

703

A Victorian silver napkin ring and 4 others 126 grams £40-50

704

A lady's Edwardian 800 standard cigarette case and a do. table salt, 80 grams £30-50
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Clocks and Scientific Instruments
809

An 18th/19th Century French Comtoise clock, the 23cm enamelled dial marked Qualite Superieure Bergeret A
Gazeres contained in an embossed brass case with grid iron pendulum £80-120

810

A 19th Century French 8 day striking comtoise clock with 24cm arched dial embossed birds amidst branches
within enamelled dial and Roman numerals contained in a heavily carved oak case 225cm £100-150
There is some wear to the paintwork around the dial but the dial itself has a chip to the enamel at 1.30 and
some minor scratches but is generally in good condition. The clock is complete with weights and pendulum.
The case is all in one piece (the hood does not remove) and has a split and a small hole to the left hand side
but it is free from worm and other than some chips to the cornice is in good condition.

811

A Victorian French 14 day striking mantel clock with gilt dial, enamelled chapter ring and Roman numerals
contained in a 2 colour circular marble case, raised on scroll supports 35cm h x 55cm w x 16cm d £100-150

812

A 19th Century French 8 day carriage timepiece with enamelled dial and Roman numerals contained in a gilt
metal case, the dial marked Emanuel Southampton £40-60

813

A German gilt metal and enamel 3 piece porcelain clock garniture comprising striking mantel clock surmounted
by a lidded urn together with 2 side urns ( photo centre pages ) £120-160

814

A 1930's chiming longcase clock, the 25cm arched gilt dial with silvered chapter ring, Roman numerals and gilt
metal spandrels, having a strike indicator, contained in an oak case with sliding hood 198cm h £100-150
This clock is complete with its 3 weights and pendulum though one of the chains which hold the weight is
detached. The clock is not currently in working order.

815

Bunen, a Swiss bedroom timepiece with enamelled dial and Arabic numerals, contained in an inlaid mahogany
balloon shaped case £40-60

817

Buren, a Swiss bedroom timepiece with enamelled dial and Arabic numerals contained in an arch shaped
inlaid mahogany case £30-50
The dial is damaged and missing some inlay to the edge

818

A Victorian French 8 day striking mantel clock with enamelled dial and Roman numerals contained in an
ebonised walnut case £30-50
The clock is missing a bell and a roundel to the side is missing

819

A fusee mantel timepiece with 18cm dial, Roman numerals, the 11cm brass back plate marked W & H Sch,
contained in an oak case complete with pendulum ( photo centre pages ) £80-120
Some paint loss to plate

821

A 1930's French striking mantel clock with enamelled dial and Roman numerals contained in an oak arch
shaped case (no key) £30-50

822

A Bulle patent electric clock, the square silvered dial marked Bulle Patent Pidduck and Sons Ltd Henley,
contained in an oak case ( photo centre pages ) £60-90
This clock has some minor scratches to the dial but appears to be otherwise complete and in good condition.
The wiring does not have battery connectors.

823

A 19th Century French 8 day mantel timepiece with enamelled dial and Roman numerals contained in an
arched walnut case, the back plate marked W and H Sch £30-50

824

An Edwardian striking mantel clock with enamelled dial and Roman numerals contained in an inlaid mahogany
balloon case £30-50
The pendulum is missing and some sections of veneer are missing to the top of the case
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825

Jungmans, a striking mantel clock having an enamelled dial with Arabic numerals, contained in an inlaid
mahogany case £30-50

826

Pinguion, a French 19th Century 8 day timepiece with enamelled dial and Roman numerals contained in a
black marble case £30-50
There is damage to the dial

827

Hamburg American Clock Company, a striking mantel clock with silvered dial and Arabic numerals contained
in an arch shaped inlaid mahogany case £30-50

828

A fusee wall clock, the 30cm dial marked F Curry 267 Tooley Street SE1, the 10cm brass back plate marked
3028 contained in an oak case ( photo centre pages ) £60-80
The brass bezel is missing and there is paint damage to the dial

829

A Vienna style striking regulator the 17cm circular enamelled dial with Roman numerals, contained in a walnut
case complete with weights and pendulum £80-120
There is some damage to the case

830

Ansonia Clock Company - a 19th Century drop dial wall clock with 29cm dial, Roman numerals contained in an
inlaid mahogany case £40-60
There is a crack to the glass

831

An aneroid barometer and thermometer with enamelled dial contained in a carved oak wheel case £30-50
The dial is crazed and cracked in places

832

Ansonia Clock Company, a 19th Century striking mantel clock with enamelled dial and Roman numerals
contained in an iron case £30-50
The dial has chips above the winding holes

833

A 19th/20th Century French carriage timepiece with enamelled dial contained in an onyx and gilt metal portico
shaped case, raised on bun feet 9cm x 8.5cm x 5.5cm £30-50
1 bun foot is missing, there is a crack to the base

834

A 19th Century French timepiece with enamelled dial and Arabic numerals contained in a circular porcelain
and gilt metal mounted case, raised on a gilt metal shaped base 23cm £40-60
There is a crack to the back

835

Brevet, a 19th Century mantel timepiece with paper dial and Roman numerals contained in a circular walnut
case, the brass back plate marked V.A.P. Brevete S.G.G £30-50

836

Gustav Becker, a chiming mantel clock with silvered dial and Arabic numerals contained in a shaped
mahogany case £30-50

837

A 19th Century timepiece with painted dial and Roman numerals contained in an oak arch shaped case £30-50

838

Haller, an Edwardian striking mantel clock with silvered dial and Arabic numerals marked West End Watch
Company, contained in a mahogany case raised on bun feet £30-50

839

A mantel timepiece with enamelled dial and Arabic numerals contained in a Wedgwood style blue Jasperware
case marked Tempus Fujit £30-50
This timepiece has 2 tiny nibbles to the foot of the case but is otherwise in good condition and is currently in
working order.

840

A 1930's Art Deco Smiths Enfield striking mantel clock with silvered chapter ring and Arabic numerals
contained in an arched brown Bakelite case £30-50
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Rugs and Carpets
841

A red and blue ground Persian Kashan carpet with central medallion within multi-row borders 338cm x 230cm
£110-140
Fringe is missing in places, signs of flecking and wear

842

A red and blue ground Bidjar carpet with central medallion within multi-row borders 306cm x 215cm £100-150
Some light damage to the fringing and light moth damage to the sides

843

A brown and blue ground Persian Isfahan rug 205cm x 140cm £150-200
There is some flecking to this carpet, possible sign of old moth and fringe is missing

844

A tan and blue ground Persian Qashqai rug with central medallion within multi row borders 230cm x 150cm
£100-150
The fringe is missing and in wear

845

An orange, brown and green ground Suzni Kilim runner 239cm x 62cm £40-50

846

A blue and brown ground Baluchi rug with 2 medallions to the centre within a multi-row border, some wear
156cm x 80cm £40-50

847

A blue and red ground Meshwani runner with 14 diamonds to the centre within a multi row border 256cm x
61cm £40-60

848

A white and red ground Belgian cotton Bokhara style rug with numerous octagons to the centre 190cm x
140cm £40-60

849

A Persian Malayer runner, white ground, with stylised trees and birds within a multi row border, 191cm x 81cm
£50-80
The fringe is missing and there is some wear

850

A tan and blue ground Persian Tabriz rug with central medallion and mosque lamp decoration 164cm x 91cm
£50-80
There is some light flecking to the edge and fringe removed

851

An orange, green and tan ground Suzni Kilim runner 223cm x 64cm £40-60

852

A Persian silk rug with central floral medallion 120cm x 78cm £70-90

853

A blue and white round Meshwani runner with 6 diamonds to the centre within a multi row border 242cm x
60cm £40-60

854

A white and red ground Belgian cotton Heriz style rug 230cm x 160cm £50-75

855

A brown and blue ground Persian Bakhtiari rug, the centre formed of 22 square panels 200cm x 135cm
£110-140
The fringe is missing and there is some light flecking

856

A red and blue ground Kashan style Belgian cotton carpet with central medallion 280cm x 160cm £70-90

857

A blue and white ground Persian Qashqai rug with central medallion 202cm x 126cm £40-60
Some wear and there is a repair to the edge

858

A Caucasian style Persian carpet 109 x 90cm £30-50

859

A white ground Caucasian style rug with floral decoration 192cm x 153cm £40-60
Some light flecking

860

A green ground Belgian cotton Kashan style rug with central medallion within multi row border 230cm x 160cm
£70-90

861

A red and blue ground Kashan style Belgian cotton carpet 190cm x 140cm £50-75

862

A blue and red ground Kashan rug with central medallion 230cm x 160cm £70-90
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863

A tan, gold and terracotta ground Bidjar runner with 3 medallions to the centre 276cm x 81cm £90-120
Some light flecking

864

A blue and green ground Persian Malauer rug 153cm x 110cm £230-280
Some light moth damage and the fringe has been removed

865

A blue and tan ground Persian Heriz rug 208cm x 140cm £100-150
Some flecking and some signs of old moth, fringe has been cut

866

A red and blue ground Brojerd runner with 5 stylised medallions to the centre 312cm x 102cm £100-150

867

A red and blue ground Persian Heriz carpet 308cm x 243cm £110-150
Some signs of old moth damage and the fringe has been reduced at both ends

868

A Persian red and blue ground Behbahan runner with floral ground within multi-row border 537cm x 100cm
£120-180
Some old moth damage and the fringe has been removed

869

A blue and pink ground Tabriz carpet with central medallion within multi row border 306cm x 218cm £140-180
A small section of fringe is missing

870

A red and white ground Hatchli rug with 7 rectangular medallions to the centre 235cm x 210cm (in wear)
£100-150

871

A blue, red and green ground Persian Heriz runner with 7 medallions to the centre within a multirow border
334cm x 85cm £90-120
The carpet is in wear, there is some flecking and the fringe is missing from the edge

872

A Persian Malayer blue and white ground rug with central medallion within multirow borders 170cm x 116cm
£170-200
The carpet is in wear and there is some damage to the binding at the edge, the fringe is missing

873

A tan, blue and white ground Yalameh carpet with 11 stylised diamonds to the centre 285cm x 202cm
£350-450
The fringe has possibly been reduced
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Antique and Fine Quality Furniture
881

A French Kingwood commode of serpentine outline and bombe form with brown veined marble top and gilt
metal mounts, fitted 2 long drawers 84cm h x 122cm w x 56cm d ( photo centre pages ) £300-400
There is a small amount of veneer missing from the left hand side of the bottom drawer and to the right of the
top drawer. There are scratches to the left hand side

882

A Georgian mahogany bow front side table fitted a drawer, raised on square tapered supports 74cm h x 91cm
w x 50cm d £50-75

883

A Georgian mahogany circular 3 tier dumb waiter, raised on a tripod case with cabriole ball and claw supports
154cm h, top tier 44cm diam., middle 59cm diam., base 75cm diam. ( photo centre pages ) £100-150
Some water stains to the top

884

A set of 4 Georgian mahogany bar back dining chairs with shaped mid rails and upholstered drop in seats,
raised on turned and reeded supports £50-75
1 of the bar backs is loose

885

A nest of 4 Chinese rectangular Padauk interfitting coffee tables with carved and pierced aprons, 70cm h x
51cm w x 37cm d, 62cm x 43cm x 33cm (ring mark to the top), 56cm x 35cm x 30cm and 49cm x 27cm x 27cm
£30-50

886

A Georgian bleached inlaid mahogany chest, the top crossbanded with satinwood stringing and inlaid a shell,
fitted 4 long drawers with replacement brass swan neck drop handles, raised on bracket feet 94cm h x 101cm
w x 54cm d £80-120
Some cracking and sun damage to the top, a 3 cm section of crossbanding is missing to the back right hand
edge

887

A Jacobean style square walnut stool with Berlin woolwork seat, raised on cup and cover supports 44cm h x
42cm w x 42cm d £40-60

888

An inlaid and cross banded Kingwood 2 tier lamp table with quarter veneered top of serpentine form, fitted a
brushing slide and drawer, raised on cabriole supports 68cm h x 36cm w x 27cm d £160-200

889

A Georgian oak hall chair, the back in the form of a lidded urn with solid seat raised on turned and fluted
supports £50-75

890

An Edwardian square mahogany 2 tier revolving bookcase 83cm h x 47cm w x 47cm d £80-120
There is some slight shrinkage to the top

891

A Victorian Arts and Crafts oak bureau bookcase with moulded cornice, fitted shelves enclosed by lead glazed
panelled doors, the fall front revealing a fitted interior above 1 long drawer with bookcase beneath 172cm h x
77cm w x 33cm d £90-120
There is a small split to the apron above the door, the tore handles have been replaced

892

A Rococo style arched plate mirror contained in a decorative frame 33cm h x 20cm w £30-50

893

A Georgian mahogany bow front hanging corner cabinet, fitted 3 shelves and 3 drawers to the base enclosed
by panelled doors with brass H framed hinges 121cm h x 70cm w x 49cm d £50-80
This cabinet has some minor scratches to the front and some wear to the veneer in the top corners. It is
otherwise generally in good condition.

894

A Georgian fruitwood carver chair with vase shaped slat back and upholstered drop in seat, raised on square
tapered supports with H framed stretcher £30-50
Frame is slightly wobbly and both arms have old repairs
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895

An 18th Century oak low bow fitted 1 long and 2 short drawers, raised on cabriole supports 76cm h x 94cm w x
46cm d £100-150
There is a 94cm split to the top

896

A 17th/18th Century coffer of panelled construction with hinged lid (possibly made up, replacement butterfly
iron hinges) 42cm x 133cm w x 53cm d £120-160
The lock is missing

897

A Victorian octagonal rosewood sewing table of conical form raised on a carved tripod base 69cm h x 45cm w
x 45cm d £80-120

898

A Georgian mahogany tray top commode, the top inlaid musical trophies, having a fall to the front inlaid lidded
urns, raised on square supports 77cm h x 54cm d x 38cm w £80-120
There is some water damage to the top

899

An 18th/19th Century French fruitwood armoire with moulded cornice enclosed by panelled door 224cm h x
120cm w x 80cm d £150-200
This armoire has some old but treated worm throughout. There is a section of wood missing from its left hand
side at the top and has some minor damage to its front left foot. The diamond shaped panel at the bottom has
some damage and the panels in the door have some bleaching. The width excluding the cornice is 105cm. The
cornice is detachable but the armoire is otherwise all in one piece.

900

A Georgian oval mahogany drop flap pad foot tea table raised on club supports 70cm h x 105cm x 40cm when
closed x 125cm when open £30-50
Slight water mark to the top and a 15cm section of timber has been let in to 1 of the flaps

901

A Biedermeier style bar back open arm desk chair with pierced mid rail and upholstered seat, raised on tripod
supports £40-60
Signs of old but treated worm and no longer revolves

902

A light oak lectern raised on 4 chamfered supports with H framed stretcher 120cm h x 76cm w x 60cm d
£50-75

903

A Victorian carved oak side table fitted 1 long drawer, raised on turned and block supports, the drawer dated
1861 80cm h x 126cm w x 65cm d ( photo centre pages ) £80-120
Sections of carving are missing to the drawer front

904

An 18th Century elm mule chest of panelled construction and with hinged lid, the base fitted 2 drawers 74cm h
x 129cm w x 57cm d £150-200
Some old but treated worm

905

A French inlaid kingwood chest of serpentine outline with three quarter gallery, fitted 3 long drawers raised on
cabriole supports 73cm x 39cm x 30cm £110-140

906

A Georgian mahogany chest, the top crossbanded and with ebony and satinwood stringing, fitted 2 short and 3
long drawers with brass plate handles, raised on bracket feet 101cm h x 107cm w x 50cm d (formerly the top
of a chest on chest) £60-90
One ring to the right hand drawer is missing

907

A Chinese rectangular hardwood trestle stool 54cm h x 95cm l x 12cm w £40-60

908

A mahogany kneehole desk with red inset leather writing surface above 1 long and 6 short drawers raised on
cabriole supports 76cm x 153cm x 90cm £130-180

909

A Georgian mahogany Hepplewhite style open arm chair with over stuffed seats, raised on square tapered
supports with H framed stretcher £30-50
Frame is loose
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910

A Victorian inlaid mahogany double wardrobe with moulded cornice the centre section fitted cupboard
enclosed by oval inlaid mahogany doors above 3 long drawers flanked by a pair of cupboards enclosed by
arched bevelled plate mirrored doors, raised on a platform base 213cm h x 198cm w x 60cm d £140-180
This wardrobe has a minor scratch to the left hand side and some minor scuffs and scratches to the
extremities but is otherwise in good condition. The internal depth is 47cm.

911

A 19th Century circular plate wall mirror contained in a gilt painted carved hardwood frame 48cm x 43cm
£50-75

912

An Edwardian inlaid and crossbanded mahogany Wellington chest of 7 long drawers with brass drop handles
109cm h x 61cm w x 40cm d £120-160
There are some light scratches overall but this lot is otherwise in good condition.

913

Maple & Co Ltd, an Edwardian inlaid mahogany dressing table with satinwood stringing, fitted 1 long drawer,
raised on square tapered supports 74cm h x 86cm w x 46cm d £40-60
There is some light scratching to the top and 2 small holes to the back

914

A Georgian style rectangular mahogany stool with Berlin woolwork seat, raised on cabriole, ball and claw
supports 47cm h x 55cm w x 45cm d £40-60

915

A Victorian rectangular bevelled plate cheval mirror contained in a mahogany swing frame 170cm x 50cm x
63cm £60-90
There is damage to the top left hand side of the frame, also damage to the mirror

916

A 19th Century mahogany sofa table fitted 2 frieze drawers, raised on standard end supports with turned H
framed stretcher 73cm x 93cm x 68cm £120-150
The flaps are slightly warped, 4 of the brass handles to the dummy drawer are missing

917

A pair of Edwardian inlaid mahogany tub back chairs with pierced slat backs and Berlin woolwork seats, raised
on square tapered supports ( photo centre pages ) £80-120
1 chair is sun bleached

918

A Victorian walnut table top Wellington collectors chest of 6 drawers with tore handles 46cm x 54cm x 38cm
£100-150
There is a small section of veneer missing to the left hand top edge of the bottom drawer, some light
scratching and ring marks

919

A Georgian stye yew writing table, the raised super structure to the back with 3/4 gallery fitted 6 short drawers
flanked by a pair of cupboards with green inset writing surface above 2 long drawers, raised on square tapered
supports with spade feet 102cm h x 91cm w x 55cm d £70-100

920

An Edwardian oval satinwood Sheraton Revival bijouterie table with undertier, the apron inlaid swags, raised
on cabriole supports 65cm h x 54cm x 34cm £60-90
The interior base is missing and some veneers are lifting in places

921

A club style armchair upholstered in light coloured leather (slight stain to seat) £100-150

922

An 18th Century oak low boy fitted 1 long and 2 short drawers raised on cabriole supports 70cm h x 67cm w x
49cm d £150-200
There is some pitting to the top

923

A Victorian carved ebonised oak sideboard with raised mirrored back fitted a pair of cupboards enclosed by
glazed panelled doors above a recess, the base fitted 2 long drawers and triple cupboards with lion mask
handles 185cm h x 150cm w x 54cm d £80-120
The ebonising his showing wear in places, a 32cm section of moulding is missing to the top of the cornice, 1 of
the glass panels to the door is cracked
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924

A 19th Century mahogany Pembroke table, the base fitted a cupboard with fall front in the from of 2 drawers,
raised on square tapered supports ending in brass caps and casters 28cm h x 81cm x 49cm £50-75

925

An 18th Century carved oak coffer of panelled construction with hinged lid and iron handles to the sides 70cm
x 97cm x 52cm £100-150

926

A Victorian rectangular rosewood stool with carved apron and Berlin woolwork drop in seat, raised on cabriole
supports 45cm h x 59cm w x 106cm d ( photo centre pages ) £150-200
This stool has some minor scuffs and dents to its extremities but is otherwise in good condition

928

A Victorian mahogany kneehole desk with inset leather writing surface above 1 long and 8 short drawers 74cm
x 137cm w x 76cm d £100-150
This desk has numerous small scratches and minor dents to the drawer fronts and some minor scratching and
staining to the leather but is otherwise in good condition.

929

Bluthner, a medium grand piano The Aliquot - Piano - Patent, frame number 114806, contained in a walnut
case, raised on 3 tapered supports ending in brass caps and castors 192cm h x 170cm l x 151 cm w £400-600
There is scratching to the top, the side and the interior of the lid, the ivory to one of the keys is missing

930

A circular carved hardwood inlaid brass occasional table raised on an octagonal pierced folding stand 47cm x
45cm £30-50

931

A Victorian mahogany pole screen the oval Berlin woolwork banner decorated a standing Virgin Mary, raised
on a turned column and tripod base with gilt hoof feet 143cm h x 34cm w £40-60
There is some moth to the Berlin woolwork panel

932

An Edwardian rectangular inlaid mahogany and crossbanded writing table with inset tooled leather writing
surface fitted 2 long drawers with brass swan neck drop handles, raised on square tapered supports ending in
brass caps and casters 71cm x 90cm x 51cm £50-80
There are contact marks to the leather, a small section of veneer is missing to the left hand top and there are
some scratches overall

933

An Edwardian inlaid mahogany music cabinet with cross banded top, the apron inlaid swags, the shelved
interior enclosed by a glazed panelled door raised on shaped supports 106cm h x 57cm w x 34cm d £40-60
The top is missing and the brass handle to the door is missing

934

A French inlaid Kingwood commode of bombe form with pink veined marble top, fitted 2 long drawers with gilt
metal mounts throughout 76cm x 82cm x 41cm £320-420

935

A Victorian shaped inlaid figured walnut card table raised on 4 turned columns and tripod base 71cm h x 94cm
w x 47cm d ( photo centre pages ) £80-140
There is light scratching and some ring marks to the top and a section of timber is missing to the back

936

A Queen Anne style figured walnut writing table with quarter veneered and crossbanded top fitted 1 long and 2
short drawers, raised on cabriole supports 66cm h x 111cm w x 53cm d £40-60
The veneer to the top has bubbled in places and there is a split to either side

937

J Scanlan, a Victorian shaped carved mahogany stool with upholstered seat raised on cabriole supports, the
base impressed J Scanlan 1237, 47cm h x 54cm w x 51cm d £60-90
A small section of carving is missing to the knees of the cabriole leg

938

A French 18th/19th Century oak cupboard with moulded cornice and shelved interior enclosed by a panelled
door 171cm h x 86cm w x 49cm £180-240

939

An Edwardian Sheraton Revival painted satinwood tub back open arm chair, the seat and back upholstered in
Berlin woolwork, raised on square tapering supports with X framed stretcher £60-90
There is a section of timber missing to the back
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940

A Victorian circular bleached figured walnut games table raised on a turned column and carved tripod base
71cm x 54cm diam. £50-75
There is bleaching to the top, 2 ring marks and old but treated worm to the base

941

A Victorian inlaid rosewood oval drop 2 tier occasional table, fitted a frieze drawer, raised on cabriole supports
71cm h x 50cm w x 36cm when closed x 92cm when open £100-150
There are old breaks and repairs to the tops of the legs

942

A Georgian mahogany crossbanded bow front chest of 3 long drawers with octagonal brass ring drop handles,
raised on bracket feet 93cm h x 100cm w x 55cm d £60-80
3 of the plate drop handle centres are missing, there is cracking to the top

943

An Edwardian oval bevelled plate cheval mirror contained in a mahogany swing frame 180cm h x 68cm w x
54cm d ( photo centre pages ) £120-150

944

A William IV circular snap top dining table raised on turned column and triform base with scroll feet 72cm h x
137cm diam. £100-150
There is slight scratching to the top and a split

945

A Georgian style oval plate dressing table mirror contained in an inlaid mahogany swing frame 53cm h x 36cm
w x 21cm d £30-50

946

An elm hoop back chair with spindle turned decoration, solid seat, raised on turned supports with box stretcher
£45-65
There is an old repair to the seat

947

A Queen Anne style mahogany D end dining table, inlaid ebonised stringing and with central drop flap table,
raised on 12 club supports with 2 extra leaves, 71cm h x 122cm w x 145cm when not extended , 316cm when
extended £200-300
There is damage to 1 of the flaps and sections of veneer let into the apron

948

A Queen Anne style rectangular walnut stool with Berlin woolwork seat decorated musical instruments and
raised on cabriole ball and claw supports 52cm h x 65cm w x 43cm d £30-50

949

A Georgian mahogany bookcase on stand, the upper section with moulded cornice, fitted adjustable shelves
enclosed by astragal glazed panelled doors, the base fitted 2 long drawers with brass swan neck drop handles,
raised on club supports (made up, the base was formerly the base of a gateleg table) 202cm h x 130cm x
45cm £100-150
There is an old repair to the leg

950

A Victorian mahogany show frame armchair with bobbin turned decoration upholstered in floral buttoned
material £120-160

951

A Victorian rectangular mahogany butler's tray on folding stand 81cm h x 51cm x 76cm £70-90
There are ring marks and a split to the top

952

A Victorian carved walnut Davenport with raised stationery box to the top, the pedestal fitted 4 long drawers
85cm h x 57cm w x 53cm d £140-180

953

A Regency rosewood chiffonier, the raised back with brass three-quarter gallery, the base fitted a cupboard
enclosed by a pair of arched panelled doors, raised on a platform base 107cm h x 96cm w x 38cm d ( photo
centre pages ) £150-200

954

A Georgian mahogany chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers raised on bracket feet 104cm h x 94cm w x 52cm d
(in 2 sections) £70-100
There are scratches to the top and sides
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955

A Victorian ebonised walnut and gilt mounted credenza, the centre cupboard enclosed by a panelled door with
walnut crossbanding and inlay, flanked by a pair of bow front doors with column decoration to the sides, raised
on a platform base 104cm h x 151cm w x 40cm d ( photo centre pages ) £200-300
There is some craquelure to the panel on the door, some old worm to the base of the left hand column and
some minor scratching to the top. This lot is otherwise generally in good condition.

956

A pair of Edwardian carved mahogany show frame armchairs upholstered in Chinese style silk buttoned
material, raised on cabriole supports £130-180

957

A French inlaid Kingwood commode of serpentine outline with veined marble top fitted 3 long drawers with gilt
mounts, raised on cabriole supports 80cm h x 100cm w x 48cm d £300-400
There are small pieces of veneer missing from the top rim of the left and right sides. There is also a small
piece of veneer missing from the bottom right corner of the top drawer

958

A Georgian oval crossbanded mahogany Pembroke table fitted a drawer raised on square tapered supports
ending in brass caps and casters 70cm h x 78cm x 48cm when closed x 100cm when open ( photo centre
pages ) £100-200
There are some scratches to the top and a small section of crossbanding is missing and signs of old but
treated worm to the frame

959

A Victorian anglo-Indian square carved hardwood occasional table decorated pavilions, birds and jackalls, with
carved apron and raised on turned supports 61cm h x 46cm w x 44cm d £50-100
The top is warped

960

An 18th Century oak side table fitted a frieze drawer with brass drop handles, raised on square supports 70cm
h x 102cm w x 43cm d £80-120
There is 100 cm split to the top

961

Kofod Larsen, a mid 20th Century set of 6 teak and black rexine dining chairs, raised on turned supports with X
framed stretchers £100-150
All 6 chairs have some minor chips/abrasions to the tops of the front legs and some minor scratches to the
legs. The chairs are otherwise in good condition.

962

An Edwardian mahogany 2 tier card table of serpentine outline with flip over top, raised on cabriole supports
with undertier 70cm h x 61cm w x 37cm d £40-60

963

A pair of Victorian carved oak throne style hall chairs with carved backs and solid seats, raised on turned and
block supports £55-75
Frames are loose

964

A 19th Century circular carved oak tea table, the top carved roses, raised on a turned column and tripod base
with egg and claw feet 70cm x 90cm £50-80

965

A Jacobean oak chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with geometric mouldings, raised on bun feet, 86cm h x
94cm w x 54cm d £130-180
There is moulding missing to the side of the second long drawer

966

A pair of 19th Century pine rectangular benches raised on 6 tapered supports with H framed stretcher 77cm h
x 250cm l x 30cm w £200-250

967

A 1930's Queen Anne style walnut card table with concertina action, having a plain surface with counter wells
and candle wells, raised on cabriole ball and claw supports 74cm h x 84cm w x 42cm d £100-150
The top is sun bleached, cracked and there are some ring marks

968

A Victorian figured walnut D shaped trinket box with hinged lid, the interior with fitted tray 14cm x 30cm x 21cm
together with a rectangular figured walnut trinket box with quarter veneered top raised on paw feet 13cm x
32cm x 13cm £50-75
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969

An early 20th Century rectangular oak shop fitting, fitted 12 shallow drawers with brass handles raised on a
platform base 84cm h x 125cm w x 76cm d £220-260

970

A Victorian mahogany show frame nursing chair upholstered in green buttoned Dralon, raised on cabriole
supports £40-60

971

A set of 6 Georgian mahogany stick and bar back dining chairs with over stuffed seats, raised on turned
supports together with a similar carver chair (old repair to the back and arm) £100-150

972

Gordon Russell, a mid 20th Century teak dining suite comprising an oval extending dining table with 1 extra
leaf raised on square tapered supports 75cm h x 105cm w x 177cm when closed x 230cm with the extra leaf,
the leaf marked Gordon Russell Ltd Broadway Works 56, together with 8 stick and rail back dining chairs with
over stuffed seats, raised on square tapered supports £100-150

973

A rectangular bevelled plate dressing table mirror contained in an oak frame with turned and block decoration
36cm h x 54cm w x 21cm d £30-50

974

A mahogany and brass banded double sided 3 tread library steps 63cm x 42cm x 72cm (missing pole) £70-90

975

A 17th Century style light oak dresser base, fitted 2 long drawers flanked by 2 cupboards with geometric
mouldings, raised on turned and block supports with box framed stretcher 90cm h x 182cm w x 56cm d ( photo
centre pages ) £200-300
This lot is possibly made up.

976

An 18th/19th Century elm ladder back carver chair with woven seat £20-30
Some damage to the feet

977

A 17th/18th Century light oak side table fitted a drawer, raised on club supports 63cm h x 96cm w x 45cm d
£80-120
The top with ring marks and sun bleaching marks

978

A pair of French carved oak show frame salon chairs, the cresting rails carved roses, the seats and backs
upholstered in yellow material raised on cabriole supports £90-120

979

An oak draw leaf dining table, raised on carved cup and cover supports with Y shaped stretcher 77cm h x
91cm w x 127cm l when closed x 211cm when extended £200-300
There is some light scratching and marks to the top

980

A Victorian mahogany stretcher table raised on turned and reeded supports 67cm x 95cm x 47cm £40-60

981

An 18th Century French carved fruitwood side cabinet with hinged lid, the base fitted a cupboard enclosed by a
panelled door 114cm x 126cm x 51cm £200-300
There is a 126 cm split to the top

982

A mid 20th Century Westelm chrome and leather open arm chair £50-75

983

A Victorian pine and ebonised chest of 4 long drawers raised on a platform base 99cm h x 66cm w x 68cm d
£200-300

984

A Victorian style 3 division mahogany Canterbury the base fitted 3 long drawers raised on turned supports
76cm h x 52cm w x 34cm d £60-90

985

A pair of French carved mahogany show frame open arm salon chairs the seats and backs upholstered in
floral material raised on cabriole supports ( photo centre pages ) £400-600
These chairs are generally in good condition.

986

In the manner of Gordon Russell, a mid 20th Century light teak sideboard, the raised back fitted a cupboard
enclosed by glazed and panelled oak doors, the base fitted 4 long drawers flanked by a cupboard enclosed by
a glazed panelled door above a cupboard enclosed by a panelled door with lattice style decoration 124cm h x
130cm w x 45cm d £80-120
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987

An Edwardian inlaid mahogany display cabinet fitted shelves enclosed by astragal glazed panelled doors
raised on square tapered supports 154cm w x 61cm w x 30cm d £100-150

988

A 19th Century French walnut chest of 7 drawers raised on bracket feet 141cm h x 84cm w x 40cm d £200-300
There is a split to the top and the veneers are rising in places

989

An Edwardian inlaid mahogany book trough, the upper section fitted a book trough above a shelf, the base
fitted 3 segmented sections 75cm h x 55cm w x 12cm d £60-90

990

An 18th/19th Century Continental oak rectangular dining table, the top formed of 4 planks fitted 2 frieze
drawers 73cm h x 157cm l x 72cm w £350-450

991

A 19th Century inlaid mahogany corner wash stand with three quarter gallery, the upper section fitted 3 utensil
receptacles the base fitted 1 long drawer above a shaped undertier, raised on 3 outswept supports together
with an associated Doulton 4 piece wash set with jug, bowl, tooth brush pot and soap dish and cover 84cm h x
51cm w x 38cm d £50-80

992

A pair of 19th Century white painted French open arm salon chairs with upholstered seats and backs, raised
on cabriole supports £200-300

993

A 19th Century oval inlaid rosewood 2 tier jardiniere complete with liner and lid 77cm h x 56cm w x 36cm d
£200-300
Signs of old but treated worm to the base

994

A pair of 19th Century white painted French salon chairs with upholstered seats and backs raised on turned
and fluted supports £80-120

995

An 18th Century carved oak coffer of panelled construction the interior fitted a candle box 61cm h x 114cm w x
48cm d £220-320
The hinges have been replaced, the lid to the candle box is missing

996

A 19th Century French inlaid mahogany and crossbanded 2 tier dressing table/vanity box, the lid with inlaid
boxwood and ebony and with floral panel to the centre, raised on cabriole supports, the interior fitted a mirror
74cm h x 57cm w x 39cm d £100-150

997

A 19th Century pine ottoman with hinged lid upholstered in blue buttoned dralon with brass drop handles,
raised on a platform base 41cm x 132cm x 56cm £75-100

998

A Chippendale style rectangular plate dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany swing frame, the base
fitted a drawer, raised on bracket feet 70cm h x 46cm w x 31cm d £30-50

999

A rectangular oak stool raised on standard end supports 43cm h x 50cm w x 25cm d £30-50
There is a ring mark to the top

1000

A Victorian 6 piece carved walnut drawing room suite comprising shaped sofa, open arm chair and 4 salon
chairs, upholstered in sculpted floral dralon, raised on turned and fluted supports £200-300

1001

A pair of French open arm salon chairs with Berlin woolwork seats and backs, raised on cabriole supports
£200-300

1002

A 1960's teak sideboard fitted a drawer above a cocktail unit flanked by a pair of cupboards raised on shaped
supports 76cm h x 127cm w x 40cm d £120-160

1003

A rectangular carved oak stool box with hinged lid and carved apron, raised on turned and block supports
46cm h x 46cm w x 27cm d £80-120

1004

A set of 6 Georgian style mahogany and leather dining chairs upholstered in green buttoned leather - 2
carvers, 4 standard, raised on sabre supports £250-350

1005

A Queen Anne style tub back chair upholstered in buttoned yellow floral material and raised on carved cabriole
supports £50-75
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1006

A 2 seat chesterfield settee upholstered in green buttoned leather 70cm h x 152cm w x 85cm d £200-300

1007

A rectangular bevelled plate mirror contained in a Chinese carved hardwood frame decorated dragons 71cm x
44cm £50-75
This mirror is in good condition.

1008

A Victorian arched plate dressing table mirror contained in a bleached mahogany frame, the base of
serpentine outline 71cm h x 60cm w x 29cm d £30-50
There are signs of old but treated worm to the left hand horn and the bun feet are missing

1009

A Victorian walnut dressing table with rectangular plate mirror, the base fitted 2 glove drawers and 2 long
drawers and undertier, raised on turned and block supports 163cm h x 106cm w x 50cm d £60-90

1010

Castelli, A pair of mid 20th Century chrome and white plastic folding chairs £40-60

1011

David Linley, a beech and inlaid boxwood side table with plate glass top, raised on 10 square supports with H
framed stretcher 89cm h x 275cm w x 51cm d ( photo centre pages ) £1000-1500
There is a small section of veneer missing to the top of the right front leg and a small dent to the base of the
back left leg. There are pairs of small holes in the inside of 3 of the legs on the right hand side. The table is
otherwise in good condition and the glass top has no chips or cracks.

1012

A Victorian tub back armchair upholstered in rose pink buttoned dralon £40-60

1013

An Edwardian Sheraton style white and cream painted bow front dressing table with raised back and shield
shaped bevelled plate mirror, the base fitted 1 long drawer flanked by 2 short drawers, raised on 6 turned and
fluted supports with box framed stretcher 138cm h x 69cm h £140-180
The silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration, the paint is crackled in places to the top and 2
internal stretchers are missing

1014

A French carved oak show frame salon settee with crest carved roses, upholstered in yellow sculptured
material, raised on cabriole supports 95cm h x 128cm w x 55cm d ( photo centre pages ) £320-420

1015

A 19th Century French carved walnut panel end bedstead 61cm h x 153cm w x 200cm l £70-100
There is damage to the finial of the headboard

1016

A 19th Century mahogany side table with raised back, the base fitted 2 long drawers raised on ring turned
supports 79cm h x 102cm w x 57cm d £100-150

1017

An Edwardian inlaid mahogany display cabinet of serpentine outline, fitted shelves enclosed by glazed
panelled doors raised on square tapered supports 174cm h x 110cm w x 42cm d ( photo centre pages )
£150-200

1018

A Victorian mahogany carved show frame nursing chair the seat and back upholstered in pink buttoned dralon,
raised on cabriole supports £40-60

1019

A Georgian mahogany bow front chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with brass plate drop handles, raised on
bracket feet 102cm h x 104cm w x 52cm d £100-150
The handles have been replaced

1020

A Georgian mahogany Pembroke table fitted a drawer raised on square tapered supports ending in brass caps
and castors 72cm h x 83cm w x 55cm when closed x 110cm when open £50-75
There are some scratches to the top

1021

An Edwardian mahogany shaped twin seat sofa upholstered in buttoned rose pink material and raised on
cabriole supports 79cm h x 139cm w x 76cm d £80-120
This sofa is generally in good condition having no splits, stains or repair and has a smooth springy seat

1022

An Italian carved walnut Roman style X framed chair, the cresting rail carved portrait bust, raised on dolphin
supports with X framed stretcher £200-250
There is an old break to the back but the chair is otherwise in good condition.
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1023

An oak and brass coopered barrel stick stand 40cm h x 25cm diam. £40-60

1024

A 19th Century French carved walnut dresser, the upper section enclosed by panelled doors above a shelf, the
base fitted 2 drawers above a cupboard enclosed by panelled doors 230cm h x 144cm w x 59cm d £150-200

1025

A Victorian rectangular oak library table with inset brown writing surface, raised on square tapered supports
71cm h x 137cm w x 90cm d £50-75
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